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Abstract
The main purpose of this study was to delennine the extent to which prinlary
school principals feel they are knowledgeable with respect 10 primary school aged
children, their needs. and the kinds of school practices which arc appropriate for
them. The study examined the principal's role in promoting developmentally
appropriate programs at the primary level, and the extent to which primary teachers
feel that principals of primary schools have adequate knowledge in these areas.
Data collected from 59 primary school principals and 226 of their primary
school teachers provided the necessary infonnation used in the testing of the various
research que~ . IS. Statistical procedures used included a one·way analysis of
variance and the Student·Newman-Keuls test.
The principals' questionnaire investigat~d their perceptions of their role as
principal in the primary school and Ihe teachers' questionnaire examined their
perceptions of how their principals considered cenain issues about primary education
and their Ohe principals') role, Part I of both questionnaires gathered biographical
data of principals and teachers, and Part II gathered infonnation relative 10 practices
within the primary school. Respondents were asked 10 rate most items as "or no
Importance", "otr'IU.. lmportance", "important", and "very important" to the role
of the principe" "I 'ners required a "yes" or "no" response.
Results of the survey indicate that the teaching profession at the primary school
level is predominantly female, while positions of leadership are predominantly male.
Both groups of respondenls (principals and teachers) indicute thai a gre:lt deal of
emphasis is placed on the administrative component of the principalship, and that the
principal's role as instructional leader in the primary school is being carried out to
some degree,
Principl\! and teacher responses were 1Iiso 3imilnr on such issues as the
importance of having knowledge of child development, amI of Jlromoting appropriate
teaching styles and kaming opportinities for young children.
Teachers generally perceive principals as placing less importance on certain
issues lb:m principals' responses indic:uc. Dhicrep,lncies occur in the following: the
princip::.l's role as coach to primary teachers; tl'nining principnls and olher tc:"ljers in
coaching techniques; teacher involvement in school polic)' planning, program
planning, and staff meeting planning; and principal's involvement with p:lTcnts and
children. Principals consistently see these issues as being of greater importance than
their tcachers perceive that they did. In tcnns of actual practice, principals indicate
high~r nIles of occurrences than did teaci,eJ'S,
In general, principals seem to believe they give higher priority 10 curriculum
development, staff development, and child-centered !('llching matters than in fact
tcr,chers percieve them to do. Principals also see th(:ml;elves as giving lower priorily
to management mailers than teachers claim they do.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Statement of the Problem
Primary children have special needs that are unlike those of learne" at any other
stage of their development. According to Piagel (1961), primary children are in the
pre-operational and concrete operational stages, and learn best through concrete
experiences. They learn best in an environment which is suiled to their learning
styles and commensurate with their particular stages of development. For example,
they need activities thai involve many hands-on expcticnl.:es and active involvement
in the learning process (Popoff, 1987; Van der Kavig & Virihof 1982; Labinowicz on
Piagcl, 1980; Weininger, 1979: Garvey, 1984).
Popoff (1987) stales:
The important advantage of primary schools is their ability to focus curriculum.
professional development. suppon services, special events, equipment. and
financial resources on the needs of primary children. (p. 32)
To Herald A Child the report of the Ontario Commission of Inquiry into the
developmemof the young child (1981), cvntends:
.. .it is essential that principals should have a knowledge of Early Childhood
Education. They should have a great imagination and far-reaching vision, with
excellent communication skills, and with an appreciation of what teachers at
that level are doing and must do. The practice that administrators are selected
primarily for their administrative and business a'Jility must be terminated,
Schools are not there to be merely administered, They are there to prOinote
l~aming while living. (p.61)
The Report also states that all superintendents, principals, vice-principals,
consullants and others who supervise or assist teachers of early childhood education.
should possess appropriate experience or have appropriate early childhood
qualifications (p.59).
This would suggest, then, thai an administrator, particularly a principal of a
primary school, ought to be conversant with the stag~s of child development and the
most developmentally appropriate learning practices for children. According to Trask
(1972), this is not generally the case in Newfoundland. Superintendents in this
province indicate that the most important professional qualification of elementary
principalship candidates is a Bachelor's degree and additional graduate work in
educational administration and that elementary teaching experience is essential.
Although this seems to be the most recent research report on the requirements for
those seeking principalship in Newfoundland schools, advertisements in newspapers
indicate otherwise. Most school boards in this province now advertise for principals
with: a masters degree in either educational administration. teaching, or curriculum
and instruction. and at least five years administrative and teaching experience.
The Need for the Study
Since the early sixties, social conditions and values. as well as emerging research
data, have acted as catalysts for change in early childhood education (Marrion, 1985;
Graham, 1978). Bennett (1986) contends that the current trend toward critical
examination of the educational system has recently included concerns about the
quality of education provided in primary and elementary schools. Due to increased
public demand for 'back to basics' and improved standardized test scores. many
elementary schools have "narrowed the curriculum and adopted instructional
approaches that are incompatible with current knowledge about how young children
learn and developft (p. 64). As a result, many educators favor rate learning of
academic skills and do not place emphasis on an active, experiential learning
environment where children learn in a mcaningful context. Many primary children
who learn academic skills in this way are nOlleaming to apply Ihose skills in context
ami arc not developing more complex thinking skills such as conceptualizing anti
problem solving.
If educators are to provide developmentally appropriate primary education, it is
imperative that they understand the development that is Iypical far this age group and
understand how prim::try school aged children learn. BJedekamp (1988) states:
One of the most imponanl premises of human development is that ~I domains
of development· physical. social. emOlional, and cognitive· are integnued.
Development in onc dimension influences and is innucnced by devclopmem in
other dimensions. (p.65)
Schools must not place more emphasis on one aspect of development than another
(Popoff, 1987). According to Bunon (1987), "the relevant principle of instruction is
that teachers of young children must always be cognizant of the whole child" (p. 27).
Just as children's development is integ:reted, so too, is their learning. It would
follow, then. thnl subjects in Ihe primary school should also be integrated (Katz &
Chard. 1989; Bredekamp, 1988; Cbjldu:n J .carning, 1988; Popoff, 1987). Bredebmp
(1988) repons thlo.t:
The primary grades hold the potential for SOOting children on a course of
lifetime learning. Whether schools achieve this potential for children is largely
dependent on the degree to which teachers adopt principles of developmenwly
appropriate practice. (p. 68)
Change in primary education requires a cooperative effon by everyone involved
in implementation. teachers, administrators, consultants, boards, ministries, faculties
(Bredkllmp, 1988). Changes in teaching techniques, programs, student enrollment
..nd: '-school training are occurring constantly, making it imperative thut principals
of primary schools become knowledgeable or prim.'\ry children. how they lell:"u :,.Id
whnl programs nre developmentally appropriate for them.
Children J ,eomj0i: (1989), the Primary Curriculum Handbook for Newfoundland
nnd Labrador, Siaies that the principal's main concerns should be children. teachers
and the curriculum. In a study conducted by Bullen (1975), primary teachers in
Newfoundland perceived the role of principal as the most important of the various
supervisory roles within the school system in influencing or affecting their behavior
with respect to the content, processes, and outcomes of their teaching. This same
Primary Curriculum Handbook (1989) slates that the principal, as educational1cadcr.
has the responsibility to provide a school environment conducive to learning. Such
an environment should allow each ~tudent 10 develop at his own rale, 10 find
satisfaction in conStl'llctive. cooperative endeavors. and to receive his greatest joys in
personal creativity and resourcefulness (p. 2). The Handbook (1989) further states
that:
If the needs of children are to be addressed, adequate planning, cooperation and
coordination will be required on the pan of all those who are responsible for
matters relnted to curriculum and instruction. It is only through such a
concerted effort tbat quality education can be achieved and maintained. (p. ii)
With respect to primnry education, none of the thirty school boards in
Newfoundland and Labrador have written policies stating that principals of primary
schools should have taught in primary classes or should have training in primary
methods, bUI in a general sense tht:y Jo indicate that educamrs of young {'!la~n
should provide them with the best quality education possible (Trask, 1972). In
conlrast [Q Ibis situation, in Britain, headteachers or principals of primary schools
must have been good primary teachers before being selected to the job (Allen, 1970;
Cook, 1971; Milchell, 1973; Blackie, 1974; r 1987). British headteachers are
recruited from the teaching force. This has been "cen by North American educators
as one of the strengths of the British primary education system.
Research indicates that the primary school principal plays a number of important
roles. The roles of manager and instructional leader , which inch.de staff
development, have implications for prerequisites to become a principal. The: major
questions relate:d to lhese prerequisites are:
1. Should the principal be required to have taught in the primary school?
4
2. Should the principal be required to have knowledge of primary childr~n
and their developme:u?
3. Should the principal be required to be knowledgeable about the most
developmentally appropriate practices for primary children?
Purpose of the Study
The main purpose of this study was to detennine the extent to which school
principals are knowledgeable with respect to primary school aged children, their
needs, and the kinds of school practices which are appropriate for them. The study
examined the principal's role in promoting developmentally appropriate programs at
the primary level, and the extent to which principals and primary leachers feel that
principals of prim:uy schools have adequate knowledge in these areas,
Research Questions
Specifically, the major research questions were:
1. Whal are the academic and professional qualifications of princip~ls of
primary schools
2. What are the academic and professional qualifications of teachers in
primary schools
3, As part of their role, how much emphasis do principals of primary schools
place on:
a. administration
b. inslructionalleadership and staff development
c. coaching leachers in staff development strategies
4. What are the perceptions of principals of primary schools with respect to
their:
a, knowledge of primary children and their development
b. understnnding of appropriate leaming praclices for primary children
c. need to have frequent interaction with primary children in their school
and panicularly in classroom situations
d. need to have frequem Connal and infonnal visits with primary teachers
in their classroom
e. need to actively involve teachers in the planning of daily routi!·.,:,~ of
stdf and students
f. need to actively involve teachers in the coordination and planning of
instructional programs
g. need to actively involve teachers in establishing goals and setting new
directions
5. To what extent do principals of primary schools interact with their peers
for the purpose of focusing on the needs of primary school children
6. To what extent do principals of primary schools interact with the parents
of primary school children
7. To whal exte,lt do principals of primary schools promote pre·school
programs for those children who will be starting kindergarten at their
school the following year
8. According [0 primary teachers, to what elttent do their principals place
emphasis on the following, as part of their over-all role:
a. the adrr.inistrativc components
b. the insttuctionalleadership and staff development components
c. lIle coachiro,g of teachers in staff developmem sttategies
9. What are the perceptions of primary teacheTS with respect to:
a. their principat' s knowledge of primary children, and what is deemed
appropriate learning practices for primary children
b_ their principal's knowledge and understanding of the theory and
practice of primary education
c. the extenl to which their principals interact with primary Students in
their school and particularly in classroom situations
d. their principal's Connal and informal visits to their classrooms
e. the extent to which their principals involve them in the planning of
daily routines of slaff and students
f. the extent to which their principals involve them in the coordination and
planning of instrUCtional programs
g. the extent to which their principals involve them in establishing goals
and setting new directions for the school
b. their principal's interaction with other principals for the purpose of
focusing on the needs of primary school children
i. their principal's interaction with parents of primary school children
j. their principal's involvement in pre-school programs for those children
who will be starting kindergarten at their school the following year
Overview of Specific Questionnaire hems
Table 1(page 8) presents an overview of specific questionnaire items as related
to the research questions for both primary school principals and leachers. For each
research question, the relevant items are given as they are found in principals' and
tcachers'questionnaires.
Tablet.
OYERyJf;W OF SPECIFIC QIJESTIONNAIRE ITEMS AS BEl ATED TO
RESEARCH OJ IESTIONS
Questionnaire Summary
Part I: BlographlcKI Data
R....reh Qu.~::,nDelKlrlptlGn
Qunllon
1,2 QuaJliflcalions
Part II: Practices within 1M Primary SChool
8
R.lIHreh Qu.sllon Ollcrlpllon
Question
Prlnclpllis' Quosl· TOReher.' Ql,.loet-
lannalreltems Ionnalr. hema
3a,8a Emphulsbyprindpalonadmln19lrativ6 1,2,11,14,34,51 1,2,11,14,34,51
components
3b,8b Emphasis by prlnelpalon admlntstratlv6 6,7,31,37,38,40 6,7,31,37,38,40
leadOfshlpandSlalldllVEllopmolll
3c,8c Coaching 01 teachars 8,32,33,35,36 e, 32, 33, 35, 36
4a,98 Knowl9dga 01 prlmillYchlldren and
1helrdevolopment
-----------.
4b,9b PrIrlclpal'sunderstandlngolleamlng
lXactlc8s
9,10,18,19,21 9,10,18,19,21
3.4,5,12, 13,15 3. 4, 5,1~, 13,15
16,17 16,17
4c,9c Frequenllnl81actlon",~hstudents 20,35,52 20,35,52
4d,9d RHmallln!ormal visks loth. classroom 20,35,38,41 20,35,36,41
4e.9a
41,91
4g.9g
Involvamanlortaachsl$lnplannlng
aetlv~lsslorstarr andsludonts
Involv8mentoft&l1Cl~sl$lnplanrWIg
andooordlnsilonofprograms
Involvsmsnt of taacl1Sl$ln 9stabhhlng
goalsandnewdirQ(lj~nl
_._--.-.-._.- .. _ .. _.-
25,26,44,45
27,47
25.26,44,45
27,47
395,9h Principatllnteraetlon'lrilhothurprlnclpals 39,63,54
--_ -
6,91
7,~
Princlpatslnlaractlonwithparuntl
Promotion 0( pro-school Pl'ograms
22,23,24,28,29 22,23,24,26,29
42,43,48,49 42,43,48,49
30,50 30,50
Detlnltlon ofTerms
In the context of this srudy, the following definitions apply:
Early Cbildhood Education refers \0 the years from binh through nge eight.
Primary School is a school which has kindergarten to grade three or any
combination of these.
Elementnry School is a school which has kindergarten to grade six.
All Grade School is a schwl which has kinderganen to level three.
Primary Schoul Children are those children who are in primary school
classes.
Primory School Tcach~r is a person who teaches kindergarten, grades one,
two or three, or any combination of these grades and who does not hold un
adminislrative position.
Headteacher is a principal of a British school.
Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum is one which matches children's
age and developmental level and mkes into account individual differences.
Coaching is job support to help leacheu correctly apply skills learned in
training.
Primary School Principals are thuse principals who have grades kinderganen,
one, two, and three in their schools. These principals mny also haw: all other
grades frum four to twelve or a combination of these.
'0
Chapter 2
Review of Literature
Introduction
The literature review addresses the importance of early childhood education in
the primary school, the type of curriculum that is considered to be developmentally
appropriate for primary children, and the role of the primary school principal in
implementing such a program. A contrasting view of lIle British primary headteacher
llnd the North American primary school principal is also presented. A final section
deals with certification of school principals in Canada, with a focus on the
Newfoundland practice of hiring primary school principals.
In Britain, since the Education Act of 1870, primary schooling has been
cOh;pulsory for children from five years of age. In North America. children are not
required 10 attend school untillhey are at least six years of age. These primary school
children are usually educated in onc of several different kinds of school systems.
They may go into a type of school which is exclusively for primary age children such
as in the British primary schoo! system. This is the case for some school systems in
the United States and a sn..tller number in Canada. particularly in 'ewfoundland and
Labrador.
For the school year 1989·90, there were twenty primary schools in
Newfoundland with children enrolled from kinderganen to grade three (Ed.u.c.a.tiiln
s.w.i.s.ti.cs., 1990), Primary aged children may nlso allend elementary schools which
have kinderganen to grade six, or all-grade schools which hnve from kindergarten to
Level III. The pattem in this province and to a great extent in Canada, is for primary
school children to attend an elementary school which serves children from
kindergarten to gtade six, There are currently 157 of these elementary schools in
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Newfoundland <Education Slari$ljcs, 1990). Because the majority ofprinuuy r:hiknn
attend this type of school, it is imporlant for the principal 10 have knowledge of
primary children and the types of programs which are best suited to their needs. The
repon.~'\cllool.s,publishedinEnglandin1967.tesultillg
from the Royal Commission of Enquiry of the Central Advisory Council for
Education, and conducted under the chairmanship of Lady Bridget Plowden, staleS
thai 'at the hean of the educational process lies tbechild...w (p. 1). Rousseau, Frobel
and Montessori considered the child as the focal poillt of their work (Thomas, 1985).
Research conducted by ?iagt! also suggests that, to be effective, ed~cation must take
into account the ways children naturally develop and learn (Otan, 1987).
The Importance of Quality Early Childhood Programs
Quality early childhood programs arc: an imponam pan of the primary school's
reason for existing. Given the principal's influential position in the school, the role of
the primary school principal in promoting quality programs is con~idered ::1 this
study.
According 10 Dean (1987), ''there is now agreal deal of evidence 10 OOlIfmn the view
that in any school the leadership largeiydelennines the quality ofwhat happens" (p .1). If
this is Ihe case, then it is very important for primary school administrators to be
cognizant of what i~ involved in the development Ilnd learning potential of young
children.
The value of early childh.ood education 10 children has been verified in
numerous studies. For example, in 1962. Schweinhan and Weikan (1980) conducted
alongtitudinal study of 123 disadvantaged children and the effects of compensatory
early education. The children were divided into experimental and control groups.
The experimental group was given ahigh quality early primary education program.
When assessed at age 19, the benefits of quality early education were manifeste<l in
every areaoffheirlives.
The University of Western Ontario. under the direction of Dr. Mary Wright.
replicated Weikart's study. Three groups of children auended preschool at the
universilY. These children represented high income/high ability, low income/average
ability and low income/1ow ability. Growth in social competence, cognitive skills and
problem solving strategies were assessed, and all groups '''lade significant gains in all
measures (Weikart, 1984).
Howarth (1981) reported that 14 different studies were conducted on the impact
of quality early childhood education programs and the results show~d significant
improvement in all children's deve]opmem. One such study by Robter (1987), stated
lhat between 1961 and 1970,750 children in New York City public schools were
given an enrichment program from age four to the end of grade three. In 1981, 400 of
the study's subjects were traced and a random sample of 178 of these were chosen
and interviewed. They ranged in ages from 19 to 21. It was found that as a group,
these subjects were more confident, more successful at school, and more likely to
achieve their potential than students in the control group. Quality early childhood
education had altered the course of their lives.
Other studies reponed by Howanh (1987) included Kagan's (1984), wherein he
concluded "that children develop at different rates and that skill sets within each child
develop at variable rates as well" (p.6). Weininger (1979) and Labinowicz (1980)
both reponed fhat active play-based programs, which allow children to experiment,
manipulate materials, problem-solve and test hypotheses, are best suited to young
children. Bruner (1980) has shown that children learn from an environment where
the adult/child ratio and group size l\re key to the quality of a child's play. Cazden
(1981) also reponed thai: there is a need for ~.reater interaction between teacher and
child "to talk, to develop language and to conceptualize one's own discoveries" (p. 6).
This type of interaction is at the very core of sllccessful play·based activity learning.
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In 1975, the Ontario government (lutlinedits curriculum policy in~
.Yfa.ts, a document which proclaimed that each person was imponant and that socie, '
had an obligation to provide everyone with an education that allowed them to reach
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their full potential with confidence and with a celt::.in degree of pleasure. Ia..Hcrald.
A...Child (1981), the report of the Ontario Commission or Inquiry into the education of
the young child, states:
The early years of childhood are the key to sound and jl')yful development of
the selL.all preparation for later learning begins in infancy and continues
through the early years. (p.IS)
The Early Childhood Task Force of the National Association of State Boards of
Educalion (NASBE), in the United States, released a report in October 1988. which
focused on the crucial early years of education when children gain the essential skills,
knowledge, and dispositions critical to later school success (Schultz & Lombardi, 1989).
Two important recommendations of Ihis report are: a. Early childhood units should
be established in elementary schools to provide a new pedagogy for working with
children ages four to eight; b. There should be a focal point for enhanced services to
preschool children and their parents. Schultz and Lombardi (l98Si) also claim that:
The goals of establishing an early childhood unit are to improve existing
programs for children, preschool to third grade, and to pian for new
high·quality preschool services. (p. 7)
They further claim that learning occurs best when there is a focus on the whole child;
learning for children and aduhs is interactive; young children learn from concrete
work and piay, much of which is child initiated; and young children are profoundly
influenced by their families and the surrounding community (Schultz & Lombardi,
1989).
Studies such as those cited have repeatedly shown thai quality early childhood
programs have an impact on the development of young children and on into their later
lives. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance for principals and other educators of
young children to be cognizant of the importance of quality early education.
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The Primary School and Primary School Practices
The Primary Curriculum Handbook for Newfoundland and Labrador,.ch.il.drcn...
Le.ami.ng: (1989), refers to the primary school as "a community of children" (p.I). In
Ihis community, <:hildrcn arc challenged and given support so they can "grow in
intellectual power, in physical skill, in social competence, in emOlional smbility, and
in spiritual well.bcing" (p. 1). It is a place where children are viewed as unique and
worthwhile mdividuals whose contributions should be accepted ana valued. The
repan, To Herold A Chnd (1980), Slales that:
... the objectives of the primary grades are to facilitate the development of the
whole child by providing concrete and active experiences compatible with his
interests and capnbilities, Rnd to continue the learning environment of the
Kindergarten yean;. (p. 25)
According 10 Popoff (1987), primary schools are unique places whcre young
children are "offered richer resources and more appropriate instruction strictly
devoted to their academic and social-emotional needs" (p. 32). Primary children do
have special needs which require educational programs a:ld settings that consider
their unique learning styles and their level of development. Primary schools are also
places which prepare children for the future. Dean (1987) wrote that we can only
speculate about the kind of world today's children will encounter. No doubt it will be
different from the present, requiring different skills. She also argued that there are
basic requirements needed by all human beings. Some of these are curriculum-related
and refer to socialization and personal development, while olhers refer to attitudinal
development and preparation for the future. :hese basic requirements should be part
of every primary school.
A child-centered approach, instead of the traditional teacher-centered approach
to learning, is preferred in the primary school. This approach allows children to learn
at their own rate through play-related activities (To Hem1d A Child, 1980; Chi..l.dm.n..
J....c..ar.ni.n, 1989; Dean, 1987; Popoff, 1987; Katz & Chard, 1989). The
implementation of practices which address the child-centered approach in the primary
school is currently being described as developmentally appropriate practice. A
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developmentally appropriate program is one which focuses on the total child. The
physical, social, emotional and intellectual aspects of development are not sepnrntc,
and one should not be pushed ahead of the others. All are of equal importance for
school success (Almy, 1975; Elkind, 1986; Bredekamp, 1988). For example.
knowledge of the physical development of primary children should guarantee the
provision of activities which incorporate a vast amount of gross motor skills and
appropriate fine mOlor at::;vities (Spodck, 1985). In the United States, the National
Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYe) has developed its own
position paper to describe developmentally appropriate practices in the primary
grades (Bredekamp, 1988). In this paper the association describes developmentally
appropriate practice as that which matches children's age and developmental level
and takes into account individual differences. According to Katz and Chard (1989),
A developmentally appropriate curriculum for young children should address
the full scope of their gt'O'.'.ing "llinds as they strive to make better sense of their
experiences. It encourages them to pose questions, pursue puzzles, and
increase their awareness of significant phenomena around them. (p. 3)
In their opinion, project work, which is an in-depth study of a particular topic,
provides ample opportunity for children to "improve their understanding of the world
around them and to strengthen their dispositions to go on learning" (p. 5). They are
not suggesting that project work or theme development, as it is often called, should
replace all current early childhood practices. Rather, it "should complement and
enhance what young children learn from spontaneous playas well as from systematic
instruction" (p. 5). It is the part of the curriculum that the teacher imentionally
guides. Knowledge of social and emotional development should result in placing a
high priority on developing a child's self-esteem, self control, and positive feelings
toward learning, and should provide many opportunities to develop social skills.
Emphasis should be placed on skills such as cooperating, helping, negotiating and
talking out interpersonal relationship difficulties. Children should be allowed to
make mistakes without fear. Conflicts are a pan of learning, and not a bad thing
(Alroy,1975). In order to learn how to live in society, children must learn bow to
handle different kinds of conflicts. According to lllich (1972):
The child grows up in a world of things, surrounded by people who serve as
models for skills and values. He finds peers who challenge him to argue, to
cooperate, and to understand; and if the child is lucky, he is exposed to
confrontation or criticism by an experienced elder who really cares. Things,
models, peers, and elders are fOUf resources each of which requires a different
type of arrangement to ensure that everybody has ample access to it (p. 109)
Knowledge of intellectual development should tlelp educators design programs
which would discourage isolated skill development. Instead, learning about math,
language, reading, science, social sciences, art and other content areas, would be
accomplished by integrating through meaningful activities. Children learn best by
experiencing through action, not by memorizalion of facls (Biber, 1984; Katz &
Chard,1989).
The classroom environment for developmentally appropriate programs at the
primary level should be arranged to facilitate activity and movement. Materials
should be changed and combined, to increase levels of complexity, and to help
children become mure self·directed. Learning materials should encourage active
participation through hands-on activity (Kamii, 1985; Powell, 1986), therefore a
paper-and-pencil curriculum is inappropriate for very young children (Alroy, 1975;
Evans, 1984; Kamii, 1985; Holt, 1979; Katz & Chard, 1989). Provision should be
made for children to interact with real objects in order to seek solutions to concrete
problems (Kline, 1985; Evans, 1984). As a result, manipulalive materials should be
seen as essential components in all primary classrooms. Child-initiated activity
should be central to any developmental program (Karoii, 1985; Biber, 1984;
Sponseller, 1982; Katz & Chard, 1989). Children feel more successful when they
succeed in an activity they have chosen themselves. However, children r:hoose
activities within a framework created by the teacher (Kamii, 1985; Forman & Kaden,
1986; Schickedanz, 1986). In other words, teachers provide a variety of activities and
malerials that are suitable for a cenain afe range of children. These materials, which
vary in difficulty and interest, may include commercially prepared toys such as
blocks, puzzles (from easy to more difficult), games (memory games, language and
mathemalical games), paints, and playdough, as well as tcacher-made games, big
books, collections of small manipulative objects for soning or counting and dramatic
play props. Through direct observation of children involved with these materials,
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teachers can increase the difficulty, complexity, and challenge of an activity. As Katz
and Chard (1989) rcmll:: "the wide variety of tllsks and activities typically provides a
context in which children can manifest their dispositions 10 seek appropriate levels of
challenge" (p.l3).
Play should be fundamental to children's learning, growth. and development.
"Children's play is a primary vehicle for and indicator of their mental growth"
(Fromberg, 1986). Through play, children progress along the developmental
sequence "from the sensorimotor intelligence of infancy to pre·operalionallbought in
the preschool years to the concrete operationallhinking exhibited by primary
children" (Fromberg, 1986). Children's play also serves important functions in their
physical, emotional, and social development (Herron & Sutton-Smith, 1974). It
should enable them to develop and clarify concepts, roles, and ideas by testing and
evaluating them through use of open·ended materials and role play (Herron &
Sulton-Smith, 1974; Johnson et aI., 1987; Katz & Chard, 1989). Play, which can be
child-initiated. child-directed, and teacher-supponed, is an essential component of
developmentally appropriate practice (Fein & Rivkin, 1986).
Movement is critical, not only for the development of large muscles, hut for full
integration of learning. Biber (1984) states that cognitive development has its base in
movement. In a developmentally appropriate program, the teacher ex.pands on the
ideas and interests of children. It is not a lockstep method, but one that is constamly
emerging. Teachers try to question rather than tell, thereby stretching children's
thinking process towards the next cognitive level of development (Elkind, 1986;
Gottfried, 1983; Veach, 1983).
Developmentally appropriate programs in the primary school, as can be seen,
must be based on the children's needs and must allow for open-ended exploration,
with much emphasis on listening to and observing children, as opposed to a total
emphasis on isolated skill development. By carefully focusing on the child with the
appropriate practices for that child, the curriculum is open to change and is flexible
enough to provide for all children's needs (Bredekamp, 1988).
Role of the School Principal
According to Stevenson (1987), "the role of the school prillcipal is greatly
influenced by the perceptions and expectations of others as wen as self-perception of
the rule" (p. 2). ~he points out that role confusion on the pan of the principal oftcn
creates a "splintering of efforts ,md ambiguous expectations" (p. 2). Leithwood
(1989) agrees that principals vary widely in how they perceive their role. He relates
that research on principals' styles or patterns of practice have identified four different
foci: "... an administration or plant manager focus; an interpersonal relations or
climate focus; a program focus; and a student d.:velopment focus" (p.2). Chase
(1983) states Ihal people need to know what is clearly expected of thcn\ if they are to
perform well. Unfortunately for principals, many of the persons with whom they
have contacl havc a wide vatiety of expeclations of the role. Studies conducted by
Larfey (1980) show that the principal is expected to be all things to all people, yet two
common strands of expectations keep appearing: managerial role versus inslruetional
leader role. However, 149 principals surveyed by Cooper (1989) in the United
States, considered themselves to be instructional leaders as opposed to managers.
These principals feel thllt:
... because they have defined Ihemselves as learners liS well as leaders, their
mode of instructionalleadenhip provides for learning and working with others
. teachers, sludents, 3Il.d parents - 10 improve instructional quality. (p. 16)
Cooper (1989) also reponed thaI these principals realize il is their responsibililY to
create a strong school culture, which enables teachers 10 work togel~er with them in
redesigning Ihe curriculum so that all students Clln benefit from it and learn. Thc
instrucliona1leadership must be a shared leadership.
Levine (1989) argues that principals are at the heart of school effectiveness.
They are important as agents of change, and they cannot do it alone. "Working
togelher, however, principals and leachers could set a constructive tone and engender
increased respecl for their profession" (p. 17). She also points out that the principal,
who deals primarily with leachers, staff and parents, is also an adult developer for the
following reasons:
l. Adults as well as children live and work in the school community.
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Schools must be responsive to their learning and growing needs.
2. We now understand that adults, like children, continue to grow and change
throughout their lifetin~
3. Just as the tC:lcher must be a primo.ry role model and support for children's
learning in the classroom, the principal must be a primary model and
support for adults in the school.
4, Principals must know about adults' growth to understand themselves as
well as others.
5. We know that people learn and grow when the need comes from within.
We gain new insights thai lead to changed behavior only when we set: the
need for change in ourselves. Change will Slart with us.
6. Principals must attend to adult development because of the inextric:able
link between the growth of teachers and the development of students.
When teachers stop growing, the leaming of their students is hindered. (p. 17)
fhe principal plays a key role in the leadership and management of the school
(Aquila and GaJovic, 1988). As a person of authority, the principal cannot just step
aside or be ignored. He can influence teacher behavior and can model effective ways
to do so. A word or an action can sometimes promote or prevent innovation from
happening within the school (Miller, 1977). As a result, the principal must "set a tone
conJucive to enauling people La give of their best" (Dean, 1987, p. 2). In order to
"set" such a tone, Dean (1987) agrees with Levine (1989), that school principals are
expected not only to manage me children but also to manage a sizable group of varied
adults such as teachers, caretakers and cleaning staff, office staff, cafeteria workers as
well as parf'nts, district office staff, local community offices and many others. In
addition, the principal is expected to be the curriculum lender in the school.
Regardless of the role expectations, the principal is the key person in any school
(McDaniel, 1982). TI;is person ought to be the catalyst and the facilito.tor for the
teacher with respect to development, implementation and evaluation of the
curriculum. Yel, it is well known among principals and teachers that much of the
principal's time must be devoted to that of administrator or manager. As Morris et al.
(1984) so apdy put it:
Through the years the principal has become the quinl~sential middle manager
in education. This middle position is most evident in [he principal's placement
in the hierarchy of a school system, taking orden (rom the superintendent and
headquanen starr, then relaying (and supposedly enforcing) these orders to
dcpanmcnl heads. teachers and students. (p. 3)
Down through the decades, the principal has been described as the "galt keeper"
of change (Berman & Mclaughlin. 1977). the "lOne-seller", ",he faculty-team
principal" (Oliver, 1977. p. 348), and the "chiefexecutive officer" (DeBlois, 1989),
who is ullimalely responsible and accountable for the school. Wood. Caldwell and
Thompson (1986) assen that as the key leader in school·based improvemcnI, the
principal's primary role is to involve the school staff llnd any outside agencies (eg.
parents, school board) 10 develop goals and plans for improvement. The principal has
increased control over such areas as budget, staff selection, allocation of human and
fiscal resources, as well as inscrvice training for the staff. Principals arc supposed to
be responsible for designing, implementing, and evaluating school improvement with
their staff, and for ensuring that staff development programs arc designed 10 achieve
improvement goals.
"The leadership role of the principal is cited as one of the imponant factors or
attributes ofeffective schools- (Hont and Thurber, 1987, p. 107). A growing body of
literature affirms the image of the effective principal u making a difference in
schools and facilitating school change and improvement (l..eithwood, 1986; Spillane,
1989; Levine, 1989; Rutter, 1979; Mortimore, 1986; Cooper, 1989; Faidley and
Musser, 1989; Johnson, 1987; Rosenholn.. 1989; Maeroff, 1989). For example,
principals of such schools tend 10 be strong curriculum leaders, who establish high
slandards, frequcntly observe teachers and students in the classroom, and fostcr a
positive learning environment. Successful school principals have always possessed
the strong interpersonal skills necessary to create the kind of positive school climale
thnt allows human emotions and energies 10 be channeled (Spillane, 1989). Today,
however, effective school leadership consists of more than good interpersonal skills.
II means knowing what is supposed to be happening in classrooms and. harder still,
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knowing how [0 make it happen. Principals must be prepared to obsclVc and evaluate
teaching. Spillane (1989) argues that principals "must have sound, research·bascd tools
to analyze teaching, the training to use those l001s effectively, and the solid support of the
school system" (p. Eo).
Effective principal. must be ethical. According to Calabrese (1989), ethical
leadership is the moral component of insO'\!ctionalleadership and is an integral pan of
effective schools. This type of leadership is concerned with fairness, equity.
commitment, responsibility, and obligation. He further claims:
...the principal's actions should be governed by traditional ethical guidelines
and integrated with the values of a democratic society. In effecl, ethical
guidelines include respect for all members of society, tolerance for divergent
opinions and cultures, equality of persons, and equal distribution of resources.
(p.16)
Calabrese (1989) believes principals can avoid violations of trust and exercise ethical
leadership by focusing on the following ten guidelines:
1. Develop a vision consistent with sound educational philosophy.
2. Apply strong moral leadership.
3. Condemn discriminalOry practices.
4. View effective teaching as a duty.
5. Build community.
6. Balance the rights of all groups.
7. Realize that right issues are not always popular issues.
8. Base decision making on what is right for the members of the school
community.
9. Make moral courage an integral part of the principal's role,
10. Communicate ethical behavior, integrity, and moral action. (p, 16·19)
Calabrese (1989) believes also that "ethical leadership is synonymous with
effective schools" (p. 19). Ethical principals make sure that: school funds are used
correctly; people are treated fairly; teachers teach effectively; coaches teach their
students to play fairly; the curriculum evolves to meet societal needs; students are
held accountable; and parenls are incorporated into the school process.
A study of junior schools in Britain, The II FA JunjoT SChool project
(Mortimore, 1986), identified twelve factors associated with a school which is
effective not only in tenns of children's achievement, but also in tenns of their overall
development. Among these, the following relate specifically to the leadership role of
the head and deputy head: purposeful leadership by the head; the involvement of the
deputy head and the extent 10 which the deputy enjoys delegated responsibilities; and
the involvement of teachers in the curriculum planning and the overall life of the
school. A survey by Rutherford (1985) in the United Stales gives five essential
qualities of effective principals as being the following: vision, translating the vision.
a supportive environment, monitoring, and intervening. Results of a study by
Mangieri and Amn (1985) show that principals who 3re actively involved in
instructional supervision, evaluation of teacher pf-formance, and curriculum
development, go hand in hand with quality schools. Findings from other studies
concur with this view. For example, research, conducted by Aieta et a!. (1988) led
them toconctude that:
The most effective principals are academic leaders as well as political leaders.
They read books, are up on the dlest research, attend conferences, keep abreast
of current educational issues, and model as well as prescribe learning. The
principal must be the head learner of a school. (p. 18)
Spillane (1989) argues that "effective instructional leaders must be
knowledgeable and skilled enough to know why certain teaching is poor and how to
make it better" (p. 20). They must also know how to recognize exceptional leaching
that deserves special recognition. In many cases, principals need in-service directed
toward leadership development and educalion. They must be given a chance to
improve their skills. According to Miller (1977):
... renewal and re·education are necessary in order for staff members to meet new
challenges and keep up with new developments. Administrators are among the
least likely to change jobs, therefore. if we arc to bring about the changes
required, those in present administrative positions must be the ones to do it. They
will require effective educational as well as training experiences. (p.31)
It is obvious that more resources must be directed toward leadership development and
educmion. especially in the area of instructional leadership.
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In small schools, the leadership of the principal may be sufficient to influence
the whole school, bur larger schools also need good leadership. The overall quality of
learning which children gain from schooling depends upon the ability of the principal
to delegatf', and the ability of olher teachers to lead their colleagues (Dean, 1987;
Samson, 1982). Rosenhohz (1989) states that instnlctilJnally successful schools have
strong administrators who consider tcaching as a collective rather than an individual
enterprise. Maeroff (1989) agrees that "ideally, collegiality leads 10 leachers und
administrators working together, as partners, sharing power" (p. 8). Such
administrators encourage teachers 10 seek and 10 offer assistance. Elementary
teachers from collaborative schools, who were interviewed by Rosenholtz (1989),
described their leaders as "those who initiated new programs, tried new ideas,
motivated others to experiment, and brainstonned solutions to teaching problems with
those experiencing difficulty" (p. 430).
As Dean (1987) and Sikes (]989) point out, principals can have an important
influence on school life through the kind of management strategies they use and by
the values and beliefs their actions encourage. Involving teachers in the tasks of
management, for example, will result in support by colleagues, who will sce finny of
the decisions reached:ls their own. Faidley and Musser (1989) agree that striving for
the highest quality education for students involves the active parlicipation of
principals and teachers working together. They also state that:
Excellence will never result from leadership that is unwilling to break new
ground. It will never come from simply reworking Ihe old 10 provide a
perception of the new. It will come, however, with a commitmenl to true
leadership anel with the insight bound up in the collective minds of everyone
concerned. (p.13)
The principal is a member of the staff and should be in daily contact with the
teachers. In this way, the principal becomes actively involved in the daily activities
of the school. Featherstone (1971) states that ",..the most important advisory figure in
most British schools is the headteacher" (p. 44). These headteachers see themselves
as supporters and catalysts for the continued growth of their teaching staff. In fact, in
Britain, head teachers in primary schools are not nonnally appointed as heads unless
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they have demonSirated good classroom teaching at that level. Guthrie (1989),
Sarllso.l (1982) and Thomson (1989) support the claim that without first-hand
knowledge of the issues and demands of teaching, principals Jack credibility with the
smff under their supc-cvbion. Teaching experience is a must for principals. Thomson
(1989) repons that principals rely significantly on teaching experience in five major
areas: employing teachers, supervising instruction. leading and managing tellchers,
unde:,-tanding and working with students, and conferring wilh parents. He funher
stiles that teaching experience strengthens the competence as well as the credibility of
principals. Both these qualities are essential to effective instructional school
leadership.
Cooper's (1989) study of the principal as instructional leader makes the
following claims relevant to all school principals:
Effective instrur.tionalleaders are aclively involved in a wide range of
professional development aclivities, with a focus on some aspect of
instruclionalleadership. For example, these principals read a wide variety
of professional magazines and journals; attend conferences and
workshops; take univcrsity or college courses once every three years; and
make one or two presentations a year to teachers and administrators.
2, Effective inslrUctionalleaders learn a great deal from Ih.:'.. on-the-job
experiences whi.:h enables them to cope with a variety of situations.
However, the most meaningful experiences are chose which involve
working with teachers, maintaining close contact with students, and
addressing curricular and instructional problems. Ie is important to be
visible to the students and to be aw:trC of student concerns.
3. Effective instructional leaders are eager, critical learners who have
invested a great deal of time in Cannal academic ttaining. (p, 18)
After reviewing numerous studies, Stevenson (1987) presented a set of behaviors
that have become associated with effective instructional leadership in schools. A
representative sample of her findings includes active involvement in:
•. the daily routines of teachers and students. This is accomplished by
frequent, infonnnl visits to classrooms and elsewhere throughout the school.
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2. the coordination and plan ring related to instructional programs and
involving teachers in the process.
3, establishing goals and setling new directions for their organiZlltion.
4. providing support a:1'1 motivation for teachers, both as individuals aud n~ a
group within rhe building. This is accomplished through frequent
communication with teachers and by giving advice on individual
instructional concerns, as well as by developing, providing, and
participating in inscrvice which focuses on curriculnm and instruction.
5. communicating an emphasis on instruction and student achievement
through a commitment to quality and a willingness to set high standards
and expectations for teachers and students.
6. establishing and maintaining a hI'. ':·v learning environmenl free from
disruption.
7. allocating and obtaining resources by getting the most for the dollar
available and reaching beyond in a resourceful manner.
8. developing and renewing skills and creating a base of information. This is
accomplished by keeping up to date on research as well as the practice of
leaching and 1eulTIing, and 10 be interestcd in curriculum and instruclional
maners.
9. acting as change agents by pursuing, initiating, and stimulating
instructional change. (p. 94)
Staff development has become a very important issue in educatioll
(Keimes-Young, 1986). Doll (1982) views il as "education on the job as educators
seek to improve the curriculum" (p. 398). The goal of all curriculum improvement
activity is to improve experiences for teachers and therefore. for students. Planned,
organized in-service education or staff development is a conscious allemptto help
school personnel improve their experiences, with the expectalion that they will help to
improve children's experiences. Doll (1982) Slales that;
In-service educ&.lon must begin with perception, kindle the freedom and the
lust to change, then provide a method nnd support, and end in the confirmation
of newborn habits. In this form, professional growth becomes
self-transcendence. (p.400)
Stafrdevelopment programs can provide the launching pad [....: ftlrther study and
planning of the curriculum because "effective in-service programs contribute what a
thriving curriculum imp...... ':cmcnt program needs: a cadre of interested, motivated
tcachers and insightful, prepared leaders" (Doll, 1982, p. 405). The role of the
principal in staff developmem is an important one. According to Leithwood (1989),
most principals claim they are nO[ capable of fostering teacher development. He
repons that principals have "an unclear image of what teacher development looks like
and uncertainty about just how a principal might foster such deveJormcm, given the
demands of their job" (p. 2). In order ~o initiate any kind of staff development
process, the principal must give careful consideration to the teachers on staff, be well
researched on effective teaching and staff development practices, and be aware of
behaviors, student management, classroom instruction, teaching styles, and learner
behaviors (Edwards and Bames, 1985).
Approllches to staff development depend on the needs, resources and goals of a
paniculnr school. For these reasons, the ideal model for staff development has not
been designed. Joyce and Showers (1980) conclude, however, that the most effective
training activities include a study of the theory underlying the methc>d; observation of
llle method as demonstrated by "experts"; practice of the method (in protected
situations) with feedback; and coaching in the real leaching situation (p. 350). Joyce,
Hersh, and McKibbon (1983) have identified the following five components of a
professional development program: presentation of theory; modeling or
demonstration; practice under simulated conditions: structured feedback; and
coaching for applicmion.
Research findings compiled by Glickman (1986) indicate that successful staff
development training includes the following activities;
I. Lecture and explanation
2. Demonstration
3. Role playing and feedback
4. Classroom trial and feedback
5. Peer discussion (with possible peer observation). (p. 14)
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Burrello and Orbaugh (1982) summarized a number of characteristics of nn
cffcclive professional development program: in-service education programs should
be designed so that programs arc integrated into Rnd supported by the organization
within which they function, result in collaborative programs, be grounded in the
needs of the participants, be responsive to changing needs. be accessible, and be
evaluated over time, and be compatible with the underlying philosophy and approach
of the district (p. 385-386).
Levine and Jacobs (1986) also support staff development as a collaborative
effort. They advocate that:
Teachers and principals who isolate themselves in classrooms and offices deny
themselves the benefit of the social interaction which is fundamental 10 learning
and growth ... If staff development is to become effective, participants must
feci ownership of the process and its outcomes. When teachers and
administrators have determined their own directions for change, the change is
more likely to be sustained. (p. ·17)
It is important for school principals to p:u1icipatc in slaff development activities
as colleagues rnther than leaders. This allows them to demonstrate the imporlance of
such activities and allows them to interact with teachers in non-threatening situations
(Dodd & Rosenbaum, 1986).
Joyce & Showers (1982) define coaching as "in-class follow-up by a
supportive advisor who helps a teacher correctly apply skills learned in training" (p.
45). Neubert and Bratton (1987) state that coaching is "the provision of on-site,
personal support and technicnl assistance for teachers" (p.32). Co.1ching has several
purposes. First, it helps to build "communities of teachers who continuously engage
in the study of their craft" (Showers, 1985). Second, i: develops a shared language
and a set of common understandings necessary for studying new currieulunl
materials. Third, coaching provides a "structure for the follow-up to training that is
essential for acquiring new teaching skills and strategies" (Showers, 1985). Coaching
is identified by Joyce, Hersh, and McKibbon (1983), as one of five important
components of a professional development program. According to Sellcr (1988),
coaching provides support by teachers to teachers and by principals to teachers on a
continuing basis as they attempt to incorporate changes into their classroom practice.
Assistance is also provided to teachers based on their specific needs in addressing
their individual problems. The individuality of the teacher as a learner at a particular
stage of developmem is recognized in this approach.
Research on teacher training, curriculum implementation, and curriculum
reform, cited by Showers (1985), reports that coaching is not applicable in all
simations. Skills and strategies thaI are foreign 10 the teacher's existing schema will
not transfer in a coaching situ8tion. Coaching, according to Showers (1985), is
apparently most approprimc:
...when tcachers wish to acquire unique configurations of teaching patterns and
to trnnsfer Slrategies that require new ways of thinking about learning
objectives and the processes by which students achieve them. (p. 46)
Coaching requires strong leadership from principals. In order 10 implement a
coaching program, they must acquire a working knowledge of it and must set clear
and measurable objectives for the staff. Careful mnnitoring of the program is also
needed (Showers, 1985; Garmston, 1987; Seller, 1988). Principals must also examine
their priorities for staff development. Once in place, coaching becomes a continuous
process requiring intensive training. It is not something to discuss lightly at a staff
meeting and then expeci teachers to carry on from there. Like any new program, it
needs Ihe active and continued suppon and involvement of the principal.
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The Headship In Britain
In Brilain, primary head teachers are usually chosen from the teaching
community. In most instances, one cannot hecome a primary head teacher unless one
has been shown to be a competent primary school teacher. Unlike the North
American situation, it is interesting to nole that a significant proportion of primary
school heads are in fact male Sikes (1989) concludes that after 5 or 6 years of
leaching, many females temporarily leave leaching to raise a family, thus leaving
open the positions of headship to senior teachers, who are most often male.
The headteacher has a vel')' responsible role in the primary school. According to
BJackie (1967), this person is the dominating influence in the school. B1ackie also
states that "an imaginative and gifled Head can transform a school despite n fairly
mediocre staff" (p. 42). The head's nnilUde toward the staff, the children, the parents,
and the work is the overriding factor that makes Ihe school and determines ils
reputation. The head is responsible for the administration of the school, coordinates
the work of teachers and suppOrt staff and accepts responsibility for its qualily,
ensures the smooth running of the school, and attends 10 any problems concerning the
building, equipment, staff, parents and children (Mitchell, 1973). In Britain,
according to a survey conducted by Cook and Mack (1971), headleachers believe
that:
...they bear the responsibility not only for the administration of their schools,
but for the development of a definable philosophy in tenns of which staff and
children also function. (p. 8)
These same headteachers see their role as educational specialists whose task is to
shape what will work educationally, rather than primarily administratively. Their
focus should be on the individual as opposed to procedures. Cook ~nd Mack (1971)
argue that:
...a larger proportion of a head's time should be spent working in the classroom
alongside of the teachers, or his being there enough 10 know what's going on,
and 10 help the teachers with the children. This is, and should be, Ihe main
function of the hed. (p. 78)
Headteachers included in their study felt that:
... to have tllught for a substantial period of time is really a prerequisite for
becoming a head. if the head is going to be of use toteachm-s and children. (p.9)
An important point raised also is that the headteacher should continue 10 keep up with
curren! trends in cducalion in order to best support teachers and children.
In Mao.a.gjog the primar)' SChool (1987), Dean stresses the importance of
leadership and goes so far as to say that leadership detennines the quality of what is
happening in the school. She further believes that it is unusual to find quality work in
a school unless the headteacher is giving appropriate leadership. In describing the
role of the headteacher in the primaI)' school system, Dean SlateS that:
Hcudtcnchers of primary schools are expected not only to manage the children
in the school but also lO manage a sizable group of very varied adults, including
not only the teachers, but the caretaker staff, not to mention governors, parents,
neighbours of the school, the local education office, the support services and
mnny more. The head is also expected to lead the curriculum thinking and
ensure that there is an organization which allows all the children in the school
to achieve their potential. (p.3)
Dean (1987) also describe~ a 1982 study of British primary schools conducted
by Pencil and Cookson. This study gives a summary of fonns of behavior which
were found 10 be frequently displayed by good headteachers. They included: dem-
onstrating a commitment to academic goals; creating a climate of high expectations;
functioning as nn instructional leader; taking the lead over mailers concerning
children's learning and intr;esting himself in teaching slrategies and in the
cuniculum; being a forceful and dynamic leader; consulting effectively with others;
involving lca.:hers and listening 10 their points of view; and being open to
suggeslions, but always remaining in control of the situation.
Southworth (1988), in an anicle entilled "Looking at Leadership: English
Primary School Hendten,chen at Work", suggests that primary headteachers in Britain
spend a lot of time involving themselves with the staff. Th~y encourage and praise
their colleagues. They teach classes and demonstrate their skill as leachers. They
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provide strong leadership but also involve the staff in decision-making. In fact,lhe
head is both leader and a member of the staff.
In &imary School Management. Jones (1980) enumerates what he sees ~sjubs
of the primary school hCCldte:!cher in Britain. TIlOse jobs include: manag~mcnt of the
school, consulting and visiting olher sch(\QIs and educational institutions, k.eeping lhe
staff :lS fully infonned as possible, creating good home and school relationships, and
acting as an advisory to parenls and lucal public. Jones comends that the success of
the school will not be judged by the number of hours the headtcacher spends in the
classroom but by th~ overall style and well-being of those who occupy the school.
In summary. then, the literature suggests quite clearly that the British primruy
school headteacher is much more suited and qualified for his/her role than is
generally the case in the North AmeriClln system. This comes about largely because
of the headtellcher's background. having been a primary school teacher, and then
being in very close contact with the staff and students as well as working with
teachers in the planning and implementing of the curriculum. Unlike the
Ncwfoundland situation. British schools have not had, until recently, a prescribed
curriculum. On Ihe contrary. they have had a great dl:al of autonomy in developing
their own curricula. Even allowing for the introduction in the autumn of 1989 of a
national core curriculum in certain basic skills subjects, headtenchers and their staffs.
especially at the primary school level. still have a great deal of aulonomy in the
selection of materials and the implementation of Ihe program, and in dt:Ciding much
of the rest of the curriculum. This is in conrrast to what is generally the case in Nonh
America and specifically the case in the Newfoundland school system. Schools in
Newfoundland have a prescribed Program of Sludies for each grode, which is sent out
to schools each year by the department of education. Is it fair to say. however, that in
recent years much curriculum development occurs at the school level, and this is
encouraged and supported by the Department of Education.
The Principal In North America
Principals have multiple and complex roles. Current literature, according to
Montgomerie et al. (1988), "focuses on the principal as an inslrUctional, and ideally,
symbolic leader" (p. 109). Technical management and humanistic skills arc also
expected. Results of a study by Hay (1980), of Ontario school administrnlOrs,
showed thaI principals of lIIe 80's nced the following five competiences: the ability
to manage; skill in human relations; knowledge in seuing objectives for curriculum
development; skill in the supervision and evaluation of program and personnel; and
an undersmnding of legal rights and responsibilities. Hay (1980) is concerned that
according to unanimous opinion. the primary task of today's principal is management
and this kind of competence has replaced skill in teaching as the major requirement
for fulfilling the role, Strange (1988), also conf1JIlled this position, In an on-the-job
allocation study, 43 principals (32 from elementary K-8) were asked to list typicaL
jobs they performed during the day, ResuLts showed that the principal's role is
primarily administrative generalist.
Research by Johnson and Snyder (1988), however, showed that principals have
shifted from an emphasis on just administering policy to a focus on leading
instructional improvement efforts, Blase (1987) also stressed the importance of
leadership competencies reLated to working with people. in contrast to administering
competencies such as scheduling, bookkeeping, budgeting lind so on, The move
toward more involvement at lhe curriculum level and less at the management level
has also been noted by Hager and Scarr (1983), who suggest that the principal of the
future will not !:Ie managing a set program, but will be working with the community,
staff. and students in identifying needs, establishing high expectations, and
developing, executing, and evaluating programs,
Thomson (1988) claims that "leaders influence the quality and the direction of
institutiolls, including schools" (p.46). To be effective, a successful principal must
have knowledge of management, leadership and of schooling, He posed the
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following questions:
If principals have not taught through the entire cycle of the school year from
September to June, living daily with students, fellow teachers, counselors, nnd
parenls, how can they understand the central tllsk of the school· classroom
instruction - or the context of achieving this task? If the person charged with
leadership fails to grasp the environment in which the school functions month
by month, how can this leadership be exercised? (p.4Q.41)
Thomson (1988) is nOt advocating that principals must teach a variety of
subjects such as music, math or science. He does. however, feel Ihat principals
should "interact sufficiently as teaching colleagues to understand professional
circumstances so that as leaders they and the faculty can communicate effectively" (p. 41).
To provide effective leadership, principals must understand schooling and the school
environment. Schlesinger (1988) aoo Pinkey (1987) also feellhe principal should
spend a period of time in the classroom. Pinkney (1987) writes:
It is not ne\:essary to have majored in mathematics, science, or English to
provide instructional leadership through classroom visits, teacher observations,
or teacher evaluations. Without such activities, teachers become frustrated and
instructional programs often lose their effectiveness. (p. 131)
A principal, according to Smythe (1980), needs considerable technical skill. He or
she does not need to have as much specialized academic knowledge as the classroom
leacher, but should be expert in pedagogical practice, cumculum planning, analysis of
learning processes, and program implementation. Good support services, such as
secretarial help, resource people from dislrict office, depanmeJ1t heads at the school
level, and Department of Education, can help the principal obtain information in
specialized areas.
Research conducted in the United States by the National Association of
Secondary School Principals (NASSP) in 1978, on 60 effective principals, concluded
that if the principal as leader devoted time and attention 10 the educational program,
then the faculty and students took notice and the quality of schooling improved. A
further study by B1C";;son (1987), on the interpersonal communication skills of
principals, indicates that the principal should be able to communicete effectively as
well as have the abilicy and willingness 10 listen to others. L.'\mben (1988) claims that
communication p3ltcms such as modeling, questioning, interviewing, interaction
patterns, infonnation processing, feedback, common language, consensus planning,
and facilitation are very imponant in creating an effective school climate. Marsha
(1988) maintains that leaders must be learners. In the past, principals were shown to
be knowers instead of learners. "..,the most powerful reason for principals to be
learners comes from the extraordinary influence of modeling behavior" (Marsha,
1988, p. 30). 111i5 modeling conveys the message that leaming is continuous, visible.
and exciting. The school is a community of learners with the principal as the head
leamer.
According to Bryce (1983), the role of the elementary school principal should be
that of leader of the educational organization and he/she should be formally trained
for that role. Such training is particularly important with respect to the primary
school. Given that the principal of a primary school is generally not qualified in
primary education, his training in administration needs to be coupled with training in
the area of theory and practice in primary education. He must be a constant learner.
Initial training must be followed by strong professional devl;lopment in-service
opportunities. For this to occur, school boards must exen strong leadership in this
area.
Certification of School principals In Canada
Wilh respect to cenification of Canadian school principals, there seems 10 be no
common approach or set of requirements. Rather, they vary from province to
province. In 1083, !hr, Canadjan School ExecllIjye, a Canadian magazine for
educators under the supervision of Lam, conducted a survey across Canada to
dctennine which provinces or territories have special certification procedums for
principals. At that time, only Ontario and New Brunswick had clearly defined
requirements for a principal's certificate. Newfoundland reported that no special
certificate was required. Trask's (1972) analysis of Newfoundland district
supeJintendents' perferences of elementary pnncipalship candidates' professional
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qualifications suggested that:
The most imponant professional qualification of principalship candidates is the
Bachelor's degree and additional graduate work in educational administration.
The superintendents who had the highest number of years of administrative and
supervisory experience tended to prefer a higher professional qualification of
principalship candidates. (p. 105)
In this same study. Trask found Ihe (ollowing factors, given in order of
importance, as being those considered by superinlendems in their selection of
elementary school principals:
1. A Bachelor's degree nnd additional graduate work in educational
administration,
2. Elementary tcaching experience.
3. Four [Q six years of ful!-rime teaching experience,
4. Emotional stability,
5. A sound philosophy of education,
6. Self.control,
7. Patience,
8. Poise.
9. No use of drugs, non-medicinally,
10. Proficiency in public speaking,
11. Formal ndministr:llive training,
12. District membership.
13. Belief in the importnnce of children.
14. Willingness co seek solutions with an open mind,
15. Ability 10 evaluate teacher effectiveness, and
16. A general sense of responsibility. (p.89)
It should be noced, however, thaI in a minority of cases. school superintendents
are currently hiring for primary schools, principals who have some background in
primary education.
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Summary
A survey of the literature reveals thnt quality early childhood programs have an
impact on the development and later lives of yOLlng children. The Ii terature also
stresses the imporlance of having as educRloU of young children, those with
knowledge of children and their development, and of what constitutes quality
schooling for these children. The research supportS the claim that knowledge of what
is developmentally appropriate for young children is imparlant for primary school
principals. This includes finding out about the most cunent knowledge of teaching
and learning as derived from tbeory. research. and practice. as well as providing a
child·centered environment for primary age children. Such an environment must be
based on children's needs and must allow for open-ended exploration. There must be
emphasis on listening to and observing children instead of a total emphasis on
isolated skill development.
In the implementation of developmentally appropriate practices in the primary
school, the principal is considered to be the mosl important figure. The principal
plays a key role in the leadership and management of the school and this key role has
several dimensions. As a promoter of effective schools, the principal should possess
slTong interpersonal skills necessary :0 create the kind of positive school climate that
allows human emotions and energies to be channeled, facilirate change, and promote
improvements whenever possible. As instru.::tionalleader, the principal should be
knowledgeable and skilled in teaching pmctices, be actively involved in a wide range
of professional development activities, set goals, initiate new programs, encourage
teachers to try new ideas, motivate others to experiment, and help teachers brainstorm
possible solutions 10 teaching problems. As slaff developer, the principal should give
careful consideration to the teachers on staff; be well researched on effective teaching
and staff development practices, wltich includes coaching of teachers; be aware of
various types of studenl and teacher behaviors, student management procedures,
classroom instruction procedures, teaching styles, and learner behaviors. As manager,
the principal should see to the daily running of the school. An efficient, well-run
school is important and must remain so.
The litemture reveals a contrasting view of British primary headteachers and the
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North American primary school principal. Suitability for the job of the British
Primary Head, which requires a background in primary tcaching, is in contrast with
the North American context. Certification of school principals in Canada, with a
focus on the Newfoundland practice of hiring primary school principals. shows that
the recruitment, selection and induction procedures are left up 10 individual school
boards. Newfoundland h..s no special certificate with clearly defined requirements
for principals.
The lilerature has focused on the uniqueness of the primary school aged child.
the type of curriculum that is considered to be developmentally appropriate in the
primary grades, and the role of the primary school principal as a team member who
involves the staff in collal:orative problem-solving to promote school improvement
which results in a safe, orderly, and effective environment for learning.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Introducllon
This chapter provides a description of the research methodology used in this
study, includes descriptions of the popl.tIalion studied, the instruments used, the
method and purpose of the pilot study. and descriptions of the technique.~employed to
collect and analyze data.
In order to obtain information pertaining to the role of the primary school
principal in professional development in the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador, a field survey was conducted using questionnaires. A field study is used 10
determine the current Slate of a panicular process in the field of education. This sludy
attempted to detennine:
1. a. the qualifications of principals of primary schools and particularly
those qualifications that relate to primary education.
b. the auilUdes of chose principals with respect to their own knowledge of
primary children, Iheir development, and the most developmentally
appropriate learning practices for Iha~ ..~ ~. group.
c. Ihe role of the primary school principal as perceived by those
principals.
2. a. the degree of importance which primary teachers place on having
principals who are conversant with child development and
developmerltally appropriate practices for primary school children.
b. teachers' views with respect to the extent to which their principals are
knowledgeable in these two areas, and how this generally affects the
principal's and teacher's role in the school.
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Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted during the second week of January, 1990, to ensure
validity and reliability 0. the questionnaires. Three primary/elementary schools were
selected consisting of three principals and twenty-one primary teachers. The
principals of these schools granted pemtission by telephone and the instruments were
delivered to the schools. Questionnaire packages consisted of an introductory letter,
an envelope for each questionnaire, and a larger envelope to hold all completed
questionnaires. The participants of the pilot study were requested to complete the
questionnaires as well as examine them for clarity, readability, and format. and
subsequent changes were effected as a result of this imput. All questionnaires ,'ue
completed and placed in the envelopes by the respond~nts, and picked up b)' the
researcher by January 12. 1990.
On January 17, 1990, an analysis was conducted on the questionnaires to
determine whether or not lhe items were valid. Two items received a negative
conelation and were deleted. All other items had a high alpha reading and were
deemed suitable for the purpose of this study.
Procedure
The popUlation sample for the survey consisted originally of 100 primary school
principals and 501 primary schoolleachers who work in schools under the leadership
of those principals. The schools were selected from 5 school boards in the province
of Newfoundland. These school boards were not randomly selected but were chosen
on the basis of their willingness to participate in the survey. being accessible to the
researcher. and fulfilling the need to constitute a sample which would represent each
of the denominational school systems in the province. On January 22. 1990, a letler
(Appendix A) and a copy of the questionnaires (Appendix B) were sent to th~
superintendents of those 5 school hannls. asking for permission to conduct the survey.
After permission was granted. questionnaire packages were forwarded to the school
boards for distnbution to all primary school principals and primary leachers. Each
package contained a principal's questionnaire with a covering letter (Appendix C) and
self-addressed, stamped envelope and the appropriate number of tcacher's
questionnaires with covering letters (Appendix D) and self-addressed, sramped
envelopes. Principals and Icachers were asked 10 complete the questionnaire, seal it
in Ihe envelope lind fClUrn to the researcher by March 9, 1990. A reminder (Appendix
E) was sent to each school two weeks after the questionnaires had been sent QUI.
The questionnaires were comprised of two pans:
(l) Biographicaldam
(2) Infonnation relative to practices within the primat)' school
These questionnaires were administered to both principals and leachers and focused
on the following areas:
their views on the imponance of primary principals having knowledge of
primary children and the best methods of teaching them;
2. their perceptions of the need for primary principals to acquire current
knowledge of prinuuy children and dIeir education;
3. their views on primary principals or candidates for principalship having
knowledge ofprime...-y education;
4. their views on primary principals or candidates for principalship being
required to pursue graduate studies in curriculum development with a
concentration in dIe area of early childhood education.
Oats Analysis
The questionnaire data were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS-X). This is a comprehensive set of programs which can be used to
m~'lage, analyze and display data. It can take infonnation from a variety of sources
nnd tum it into the form of tabulated reports and plots of distribution by using a wide
variety of statistical procedures. For this slUdy, a one-.way analysis of variance was
employed to detennine significant differences in the mean responses of principal and
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teacher subgroups (e.g. age, sex, tcaching experience. type of school, grades taught).
Whenever the F·Ratio indicated significant differences at or below the .OS level on
variables which had been divided into more than two groups, a
Student-Newman-Kculs test was run to detennine where the differences lay. For
example, age has many possibilities, whereas a variable like sex has only two. If
there is a significant difference. this test tells exactly where the significance lies.
Average mean scores were then utilized to eSlablish any trends and patterns existing
within principal and tcacher subgroups.
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Chspter4
Analysis of Data
Introduction
This chapter presents an analysis nflhe data collected by two questionnaires.
One, administered \0 primary school principals. investigated the principals
perceptions of their role. The second, administered to primary school teachers,
investigated their perceptions of the principal's role.
The questionnaires have two parts (Appendix. B):
I. Biog:aphical Jata of principals and leachers.
2. lnfonnation relative to pr:lctices within the primary school.
They sought the following inrormation:
1. qualifications of teachers and principals
2. adminislr..llive, curriculum, and leadership components of the principal's
role
3. principals' understanding of primary school children and primary school
practices
4. principals' internction with students, teachers, peers and parents.
The questionnaires were distributed to ft sample of 100 school principals whose
schools have primary grades kindergarten to three and 501 primary school teachers
who work in schools under the leadership of those principals. Fifly nine, or 59%, of
th~ prindpl\Is' questionnaires, and 226, or 45%, of the teachers' questionnaires, were
complel.~d nnd returned. The findings are presented in tabular and discussion
fannats.
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Part I: Biographical Oats
Items a·o of the principal's questionnaire and Items a-k of the teacher's
questionnaire refer to tbe biographic:l.! data of the respondents. In order to facilililte
discussion of this set of responses, the sequence of items presented in the
questionnaires has been altered. The responses to these items are presented in Tables
2.18, and are discussed on an ilcm-by-itcm basis.
It should be noted that the lolal number of responses in some of the tables is
fewer than the total number of completed questionnaires. This is due to the facllhat
not all respondents completed every item on the questionnaire.
sex. Table 2 indicates that of tbe 100 principals surveyed. 59 returned their
completed questionnaire and 226 of the 501 leache~ surveyed returned Ihem. Of the
59 principals, 41, or 69.5%, are male, and 18, or 30.5%, are female. Of the 226
te:lchers, 221, ur 97.8%, are female and 5, or 2.2%. are male.
Table 2
mSTRIBW'lON~8..ANDTEACHERS ny SEX
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Sex
MRle
r-emale
Total
Principals Percent
41 69.5
18 30.5
59 100.0
Teachers Percent
5 2.2
221 97.8
226 100.0
Age. The distribution of principals nnd teachers by age is depicted in Table 3.
The majority of respondents (45.8% of principals and 53.5% of teachers) are between
36-45 years of age. with the next group (23.5%) between 26-35 years or age. These
results are consistent with findings which show that the 1989-1990 median age for
Newfoundland and Labrador teachers is 39.0 years (Press, 1990).
Tuble3
PISTRIDUflQN OF PRINCIPAl S AND TEACHERS ny AGE
Ago Principal Percent Teacher Percent
Male/Female Male/Fem.'l.1e
25 and under 17 7.5
26-35 12 25.4 52 23.5
36-45 21 45.8 .18 53.5
46-55 8 28.8 30 13.7
Over 55 4 1.8
Total 41 18 100.0 221 100.0
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Teaching Experjenre Table 4 indicates that the largest proportion of
respondents from both groups (40.7% of principals and 42.9% of tcachers) huve
taught between 16-25 years. This imI'iies that teachers are slaying in the profession
and few new teachers are being employed. The fact lhat only 2.7% of the teacher
sample have I year or less of experience is furtherevidencc oflhis.
Table 4
DISTRIBIlTION OF PRINCIPAl S AND TEACHERS ny TEM'HING
EXI'ERIEM:E
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Teaching
Experience
Principals Percent Tea::hers Percent
1 year or less 6 2.7
2·' 3.4 27 11.9
6-10 7 11.9 29 12.8
11-15 13 22.0 37 16.4
16-25 24 40.7 97 42.9
More than 25 13 22.0 30 13.3
Total '9 100.0 226 100.0
A..d.minis.tra.I.iu..EJ~ The distribUlion of principall by administrative
experience in a prinwy/eJemenuuy school and secondary school is p~ntcd in Table S.
Almost half (47.4%) have served between 2-10 years as a primary/elementary
principal.
TableS
DHjTRml!TJON OF PRINCIIMI S By YEARS SPENT AS A PRINCIPAl
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Experience Primaryl Percent
Elementary
School
Secondary Percent
School
I yC:lTorless 9 15.3 36 64.4
2-5 14 23.7 3 5.1
6-10 14 23.7 5 8.5
H-IS 10 16.9 1 1.7
16-25 11 )8.6
MOfC than 25 1 1.7
Missing 12 20.3
Total 59 100.0 47 100.0
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EdutaWmaLS~Only 11.9% of all principals surveyed are trained in
primary methods and these are all female administrators (Table 6). The findings
suggest that school boards included in this survey have hired principals whose
academic training is in elementary methods (49.2%) for prilJlD.ly/elementary schools.
hut there is also n higher percentage (39.0%) of principals in primary/elementary
schools who are qualified at the high school level.
Tnble6
D.ISTRIRIITION OF pRINCIPAl S ny EDJrCt\IIONAJ SPECIAlIZATION
Areaer Principals Percent
Specialization
Primary 7 11.9
Elementary 29 49.2
JuniodSenior High 23 39.0
Total 59 100.0
Academic Q11Q1jfiCjllioDS. Wilh respect 10 academic qualifications ofpriocipals
and teachers, it was possible for respondenls 10 give more Ihnn one response.
Therefore. Ihe totals in Table 7 indiC:llc the IOlal number of degn:es held by principals
and leachers. All principals in the survey have atkasl one degree. However, 10.2%
of leachers do not have a degree. The greatest proportion of principals (64.4%) and
teachers (78.3%) hold a B.A. (Ed.) degree, while 42,4% of principals lind 18.1% of
leachers have II B.Sc. degree. Only 3.4% of principals have olher undergraduate
degrees in contr:\S1 to 19.5% of teachers. Education. specified as "other", in the
teacher's survey, includes degrees or diplomas in special education, elementary
methods, religious studies. music and music education, commerce, family studies,
learning resources,!l. master's degree in educational administration and curriculum
and instruction.
A masler's degree in educational administration is held by 39.0% of principals
and 1.3% oflcacbers, while 15.3% of principals and 2.2% of teachers have a masler's
degree in curriculum and instruction. Of the 18 female principals in the survey, 14
have a masler's degree in either educational administration or curriculum and
instruction. Other degrees held by principals include those in special education, child
study, graduate diploma in educational administration, masters degrees in tcaching,
learning resources and theology.
The number of respondents possessing a university degree supports the finding
of Ihe Repon of the Small Schools Slud)! project (Riggs. 1987) which indicates
"...that te. 'OOS in both small and large schools have high academic qualifications.
Even in the smallest schools in the province. more than 80 percent of all teachers hold
alleast one university degree" (p. 55).
Table 7
DISTRIBUTION OF pRINCIPAl S AND TEACHERS By ACADEMIC
QIIAI IFICATIONS
Academic Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Qualifications
No degree 23 10.2
8.A.(Ed.) 38 64.4 177 78.3
B.A. or B.Sc. 25 42.4 41 18.1
Olherundergraduale 2 3.4 44 19.5
M.E<!. (Ed. Adm.) 23 39.0 3 1.3
M.Ed. (Curr. & Inst.) 9 15.3 5 2.2
Olherdegrce 12 20.3 1 .4
Total 109 271
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~arly ChildhoQd EdufBUon. Table 8 presents the findings with
respect to the principals and teachers who have completed courses in early childhood
education. Approximately half of the principals (49.1%) have completed some
courses in Early Childhood Education, while the majority of tcachers (87.9%) have
completed such courses. TtlHchers were not asked to specify the number of suet>
courses completed as it was assumed thar most of Ihe primlU)lletichcrs hired 10 tCrlch
prim:uy grades would have ttaining in primary methods. According to Guy (1988),
principals in Newfoundland and Labrador schools have been predominately male
(79.1%), whose training has been in either elementary or junior/senior high school
methods. Table 8 shows Ihat 25.5% of the principals in this sample have completed
between 1-5 courses in early childhood education.
Table 8
THE orSTRIBI!TlON OF PRINCIPAl S AND TEACHERS By COIlRSES
COMpI ETfD IN.EARI Y CHIT pUOaD FOIICATION
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Response
Yes
No
Total
Number of Courses
in Early Clli]dhood
Total
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
28 49.1 197 87.9
29 50.9 27 12.1
57 100.0 22' 100.0
Principals Percent
5.1
8.5
3.4
6.8
1.7
15 25.5
lost Enrolled in J!njyersjty. From Table 9 it can be seen that almost half the
principals (47.4%) and approximately half the teachers (51.8%) have completed
university courses within the pasl 5 years. It is nOlcwonhy that principals and
teachers are continuing 10 improve their qualifications. Most respondents have
anended a university within the past 10 years.
Table 9
DlSIRlBlrrlONOFPRINCWAI S ANDTEACHERSByl AST ENROl I MENT
IN UNIVERSITY
Number of Years Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Within pas! year 15 26.3 43 19.0
1-5 years ago 27 47.4 117 51.8
6-10 years ago 13 22.8 40 17.7
11·15 years ago 2 3.5 20 8.8
16-20 years ago 6 2.7
Total 57 100.0 226 100.0
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prjncipals With Teethjng Responsibilitjes Table 10 indicates thai most
principals (82.5%) leach. Due to declining enrollments and teacher layoffs, more
principals have to assume more teaching responsibilities in the province's schools. It
is not surprising, however, to notc tbat only 14.9% teach at the primary level. given
their qualifications referred to earlier.
SrhgQI Enrollment. The student enrollment of the 59 schools in this survey
varies dramatically from one school with a tOlal of 18 students, to another with a 10lal
of 835 students. The size of a school has an effect on the role of the principal. In
larger schools, the principal has a cenain amount of time allocated for administrative
duties, whereas principals in smaller schools spend most of their time in the
classroom. There are a total of 366 primary teachers and 281 elementary teachers in
these 59 schools.
Table 10
DISTRmUTIDN OF pRINCIPAl S WITH TEACHING RESPONSIBD JTIES
Response Principals Perren!
Yes 47 82.5
No 10 17.5
Total 57 100,0
Specific Grade Principals Percent
Primary Grades 7 14.9
Not Primary 40 85.1
Total 47 100,0
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Grades in the School Newfoundland's schools as revealed in Table 11
represent a wide range of grade patterns. The highest proponion of schools in this
survey are elementary (40.0%) wilh grades k-6, (one school has grades 1·6). 12.3% of
schools have grades k·g and 10.5% of schools have grades k-7. All other schools
(Table 11) show a combination of different grades. Such schools are mainly seen in
rural areas, where, because .he population is spread over a large geographic area, they
must serve all ages of children.
Table 11
mSTRIDI!TION OF SCHOOl S By GRADE
Grades Number of Schools Percent
k-8 7 12.3
k-3 1 1.8
k-5 3 5.3
k-9 9 15.8
k-6 23 40.4
k-4 1 1.8
3·6 1 1.8
k-12 3 5.3
k-ll 1 1.8
k-7 6 10.5
3·9 1 1.8
1·6 1 1.8
Total 57 100.0
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Type of School. As would be expected. Table 12 indicates that the largest
number of respondcnls leach in primary/elementary schools (72.3%) while 15.5%
leach in schools that are solely for primary children (K-3), There are only 20 such
schools (K-3) in this province (Educiltjon Statistjcs, 1990).
Table 12
DISTRml IlION OF TEACHERS ny TyPE OF SCHOOl
Type of School Teachers Percent
Primary school 34 15.5
Primary/Elementary school 159 72.3
All grade school 16 7.3
Other 11 5.0
Total 220 100.0
Professional QrganjmlioDS. It was not surprising to discover mal the majority
of principals (74.6%) are members of the Scllool Administrators' Council (SAC) of
the N.T.A., while only 2.7% of teachers belong to this organization (Table 13).
However, when it comes 10 membership in the Primary Special Interest Council of
the N,T.A., teacher membership (52.2%) rates much higher than principal
membership (8.5%). The small number of principal respondents who belong 10
professional groups dealing specifically with primary children was disappointing,
considering the fact that many of the students in the schools in this survey are in
primary grades. Almost one third of the respondents indicated memberships in other
organizations such as the Reading Special Interest Council. Educational Media
Council, Art Council, Language Arts Council, Music Council, ..,tementary Teachers
Special Inlerest Council, and the International Reading Association.
TnbJe 13
P1STRIDIITION OF pRINCIPAl S AND TEACHERS By MEMBERSHip IN
PROFESSIONAl ORGANIZATIONS
Type of Organization Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Prim. Sp. Interest 5 8.5 118 52.2
School Adm. Council (SAC). 44 74.6 6 2.7
Early Childhood Dev. Asso. 0 00.0 • 1.8
Math. Council ofN.T.A. 5 8.5 I ..
Sp. Ed. Interest Council 3 S.I 12 5.3
Olher 18 30.5 26 11.5
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G.J:adts..l:aug. All teachers who panicipatcd in this survey are teaching within
the primary grades k-3. Table 14 reveals thallhe majority of these teachers (76.5%)
are responsible Cor one grade while 14.7% teach in a multi-grade situation. and 8.8%
of them are either Primary Special Education teachers or have other tcaching
responsibilities as well as their regular primary classroom tcaching duties. For
example, several of them teach subjects in the elementary or junior/senior high school
grades after their primary students go home. As a result, these primary teachers do
not benefit from the one hour of preparation lime allocated 10 them. According to the
Program Of SIJldjes for the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, primary students
stay a minimum of 4 hours per day in school. Certain schools in the province have
opled to extend the school day 10 four and one-hali ur five houn for primary students.
Tobie 14
DISTRJRIITION OF TEACHERS By GRADES TAI!GHT
Grade Teachers Percent
Kinderganen 40 18.4
0" 36 16.6
Two 39 18.0
11"", 51 23.5
Multi-grade 32 14.7
Olher 19 8.8
Tolal 217 100.0
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~ An examination aCTable 15 indicates that the largest proportion of
teacher respondents (40.711> teach bel\oVttn 20-25 siudenls, 34. t .. have fewcr than 20
and 25.2% have more than 2S students. n.is supports the current silu:l.Iion which
shows that the Province's primnry claSS('s have been reduced in size. This is due in
part to declining enrollments and in pan is a n:flcclion of Ankle 30 of the Provincial
Collective Agreen1cnt between the school boards and the government of
Newfoundland and Labrador and the Newfoundland Teachers' Association
(1984-1988), which stn.lCS that:
In the interest of education, and in order to promote effective teaching and
learning conditions. the school board will endeavor to establish class sizes
appropriate 10 the Icaching situation involved within regulatory and legislative
restrictions. (p.28)
There shall be n commiUee established not huer than October 30th. in each
calendar year, wilh:h will me..:1 regularly thereafter at the call of the chair. which
will accept reprcsenuuions and make recommendations regarding the maximum
number of students nppruprialc for the various classroom situations. (p.28)
Table IS
DlSIRIIlUT'[QN OF TEACHFRS ny CI ASS SItE
Clnsssize Teachers Percent
Fewer than 20 73 34.1
2()..25 87 40.7
26-30 27 12.6
31-35 15 7.0
36-40 7 3.3
Mure lhan40 2.3
TOlal 21. 100.0
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Administrative pOSitiODS, As indicated in Table 16, 16.0% of teachers have
held some type of administtative position during their tcaching career. as principal,
vice-principal or both. The duration of these positions has ranged from 2 months to
t9years.
Table 16
DISTAIRIITION OF TEACHERS By ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
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Response Teachers Percent
Total
35
184
219
16.0
84.0
100.0
Type of Administrative Position Held by Teachers
Principal
22
Vice-Principal Principal &
Vice-Principal
PART II' PRACTICES WITHIN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Part If of Ihe principal's questionnaire included items about primary education
and the primary school principal. Responses 10 Items 1-39 were to be rated as "of no
importance", "ofliUle importance", "important", or "very important". lIems
4L1-54 required "3'es" or "no" responses.
The first 39 items of the tencher's questionnaire are identical 10 those in the
principal's questionnaire. but each item is prefaced with; "According to my own
perceptions, my principal considers: ...". Items 40·52 aTC identical 10 those in the
principal's questionnaire. Response scores for each item are calculated for each
group of principals and teachers. A one-way analysis of variance was employed to
determine significant differences in the mean responses of principal and teacher
subgroups (e.g. age, sex, teaching experience, type of school, grades taught).
Whenever the F-R1Uiu indicmed significant differences at or below the .05 level on
vnrinbl~s which have been divided into more than two groups, a
Student-Newman-Keuls test was run to determine where the differences lay. For
eX:lmple, age h"s five (5) possibilities, whereas a variable like sex has two (2). If
th~'re is a significant difference this test tells exactly where the significance lies.
Average mean scores were then utilized to establish trends and patterns which might
exist within principal and teacher subgroups.
Responses from principals and Icachers regarding specific items nre discussed
together in rdntion to the research questions. The findings are presented in Tables
17-H6.
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Managerial Compont"1 of the prinCipOISbiJl. The majority of principals in
this survey place a great deal of emphasis on Ihe managerial component of Ihe
principal's rote in a primary school (fable 17). It is considered 10 be either "vcry
important" or "important" by 96.5% of principals. The majority of primary
leachers (97.3%) also perceive that their principals feel this way.
Table 17
MANAGERIAl HOI E OFTHE PRINCIPAl,
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance
Of Little Importance 2 3.4 6 2.7
Important 31 53.4 85 37.9
Very Imponant 25 43,1 133 59.4
Toea! 58 100.0 224 100.0
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Training in Educatjqnal Administraljon, As indicated in Table 18,96.4% of
principals feel that training in educational administration is cither"important" or
"very important".. Teachers (90.5%) also perceive this issue to be either "very
important" or "important" 10 their principals.
Table 18
TRAINING FOR A pRIMARy SCHOOl PRINCIPAl IN EDlICATJONAI
ADMINISTRATION
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance • 1.8
OfUttle Imponance 2 3.5 17 7.5
Imponam 3. 59.6 108 48.9
Very Imponant 21 36.8 92 41.6
TOlnl 57 100.0 221 100.0
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F'm:IIS on Curriculum. Principals (96.5%) and teachers (91.0%) rate the need
for principals to have an educational background which includes administration and
curriculum, bU[ with a focus on curriculum as "very important" or ~imporlant"
(Table 19).
Tnble19
TRAINING IN EQ(!CATlQNAI ADMINISTRATION AND CI1RRTCI!lIlM
WITH A FOCIfS ON CIlRRICl!l.I!M
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 6 2.7
Of Little Imponance 2 3.4 14 6.3
Imponant 31 53.4 134 60.1
Very Imponant 25 43.1 69 30.9
Total 58 100.0 223 100.0
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Ew;!lS on Administratinn. Principals (74.1 %) and teachers (65.9%) rate the
need for principals to have an educational background which includes administration
and curriculum. but with a focus on administration, as "important" (Table 20).
Findings presentcd in T'lbles 18 and 19 indicate that principals and tcachers believe
there should be a focus on both the curriculum and the administrative componenfS,
and they sec focus on the curriculum as the more important of Ihe two.
Table 26
TRAINING IN EDIlCATION41 ADMINISTRATION ANn CI!RRIC..U.Lll.M...
WITH,4, FOCI!S ON ADMINISTRATION
Principals Percent Teachers Pereen!
Of No Imponance 3 1.4
Of Lillie Importance 6 10.3 31 14.5
Impon:lm 43 74.1 141 65.9
Very Important 9 155 39 18.2
Totlll 58 100.0 214 100.0
Addressing Solely Managemen' Iss"es in Staff Meetings. Most principals
(62.5%) feel that addressing only management issues during staff meetings is "of
little importance" and reachers' (60.5%) perceptions of how their principals feel
about this issue are similar (Table 21). However,the resulls of the "yes" or "no"
question presented as additional data in Table 21 shows a different picture.
According 10 most principals (94.0%), their staff meetings do not address solely
management issues. On the other hand, 91.8% of teachers believe that they do.
Table 21
ATTENTION PAID TO MANAGEMENT ISSUES DJIRING STAFF
MEEIlMGS.
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
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Of No Imponance 8 14.3
Of Linle Importance 35 62.5
Important 13 23.2
Very Imponanl
Total 56 100.0
17 7.9
130 60,5
63 29.3
5 2,3
215 100,0
Addressing Solely Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Management Issues
Yes
No
Total
3
47
50
6.0 201
94.0 18
100,0 219
91.8
8,2
100.0
Response scores for each item are calculated for principals and teachers. A
one· way analysis of variance was used to determine if there was a significant
difference in the mean responses of principal and teacher subgroups. The
Student·Newman·Keuls Procedure (used 10 determine where the differences lie)
showed (Table 22) that the emphasis teachers perceive their principals to be placing
on the administrative components of their job is significantly influenced by the type
of school in which these teachers are presently employed. Teachers in primary
schools (k-3) feel Ihat their principals place more emphasis on administrative
components than do teachers in aU-grade schools.
Table 22
ANAl ySIS OF VARIANCE- EMpHASIS ON ADMINISTRATION AND
TyPE OF SCHOOl
Type of Teachers Mean Standard
School Deviation
Primary 34 3.3044 .3100
Prim/Elem. 159 3.1892 .3746
All Grnde 16 2.9969 .3524
Other 11 3.1182 .2228
Total 220 3.1895 .3626
(D.E = 3, 216; F-Ratio= 2.8553; Probability == .0381)
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Princinal as Instrucljonall eader, The role of the principal liS instructional
leader of a primary school is considered to be "very important" or "important" by
96.6% of principals and 86.1% of teachers pel 'cive that their principals consider the
role of insttuctionalleader to be "very importahw" or "important" (Table 23).
TableZ3
THE PRINCIPAl'S HOI E ASINSTRI!CTIONAI J EADER
Principals Percent Tenchers Percent
Of No Imponance 7 3.1
Of Little Imponance 2 3.4 24 10.8
Important 20 34.5 101 45.3
Very Imponam 36 62.1 91 40.8
TOlal 56 100.0 223 100.0
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proyisioD o(Curren! {"(ormation on Research Te8cbin~
MllW:ia.ls. Table 24 indicates that 96.5% of principals feel thai the principal's role in
providing leachers with current information on new lcaching aids. materials, and
research findings is ·very important" or "important". Teachers (89.7%) also
pcn',-,ive this issue to be "very important" or "important" to their principals.
Tnble24
PROVISION OF CURRENT INFORMATION ON RESEARCH TEACHING
AIDS AND MATERIAl S
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No lmponance 4 1.8
Of Little Importance 2 3.4 19 8.5
Import;HlI 26 44.8 89 39.9
Very ImpOrfllQI 30 51.7 III 49.8
Toml 58 100.0 223 100.0
Proyjsion of Support to Teachers. Providing conlinuing suppon 10 primary
teachers as they incorporate change into their classroom is rated to be "important" or
"very important" by all principals and 89.2% of teachers support their claim (Table 25).
Table 25
PROYISION OF SUPPORT TO TEAfHEBS..
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 1 .4
Of Little Importance 23 10.3
Important 15 25.4 101 45.3
Very Imponant 44 74.6 98 43.9
Total 59 100.0 223 100.0
Principal as I poder in Slaff Deyelopment, According 10 data presented ih
Table 26, the principal's role as a leader in staff development is considered by
principals (98.2%) to be "important" or "very important", while 88.6% of teachers
agree that their principals consider this issue to be either "important" or "very
important".
Table 26
pRINCIPAl '8 ROI E AS I EADER IN STAFF DEVE' OPMENT
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 10 4.6
Of Little Importance 1 1.8 15 6.8
Impona..u 14 24.1 112 51.4
Very Imponant 43 74.1 81 37.2
TOlal 58 100.0 218 100.0
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The Prjncipal as Cplleague in Staff Development. The same trend as seen in
the Table 26 is depicted in Table 27. The majority of principals (98.3%) feel their
roll: as a coJleague in staff development is either "important" or "very important"
and 86.7% of leachers also perceive this issue to be "important" or "very
imporlant" to their principals.
Table 27
PRINCIPAI'S 801 E AS A COl I RAGIIE INSTAFFDEYE' OpMENT
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 8 3.7
Of LittJe Imponance I 1.7 21 9.6
Important 24 40.7 117 53.7
Very Important 34 57.6 72 33.0
TOlal 59 100.0 218 100.0
Teachers Visiting Other SChoolS Table 28 indicates that 50.2% of primary
teachers visit other schools to see what is going on in other primary classrooms. In
order for Icachers 10 visit other schools, they must indicate to the principal that this type
of inserviee is desirable, and Ihe principal seeks pennission from lhe school board.
School board policies vary regarding this issue, but in most cases teachers are
accommodaled. Some school boards actively encourage this type of teacher inservice.
Table 28
TEACHERS VISITING mUES SCUOOI S
Principals Percen! Teachers Percent
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Yes
No
TOlal
28
21
49
57.1 110
42.9 109
100.0 219
50.2
49.8
100.0
The multiple rnnge test (Sludent·Newman·Keuls) performed on res(lOns¢s
related to research question 3b. [As pari of their role, how much emphasis do
principals of primary schools place 011 instructional leadership and storr
development?]. indicate thnt response Items 6. 7, 37. 38, and 40 of the principal's
questionnaire (Tables 24-28), :tTC significantly influenced by the number of years
princir:l1~ have spent as 11 principal in II secondary school, Table 29 reveals th:tllhose
principa1.s with 6·10 years as a principal in a secondary school feel these questions to
be significantly more "imporlant" (mean score = 8.800) than do those with I yeur or
less as principal of a secondary school (mean score = 7.3012).
Tublc29
ANAl YSTS OF VARIANCE' EMPHASIS ON INSTBIICTJONAJ,
I FAOERSHIP AND EXPERIENCE AS PRINCIPAl
Experie:lce Principals Mean Standard
Deviation
1 year or
less 38 7.3012 .2503
2-5yenrs 3 7.4074 .1283
6-lOycllfS 5 8.8000 3.2824
11-15yclIni 1 6.8889
Total 47 7.4586 1.1006
(D.F. =3, 43; F·Ratio =3.2393; Probability =.0312)
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The lest perfonned on responses related to research question 8b. [According to
primary teachers, 10 what ulcnt do their principals place emphasis on the
illslruclional .and 513ft development components as pari of their over·all role?],
shows II probability of .0555 which is slightly higher than the .05 level (Table 30).
Teachers aged 46-55 have a significantly higher score (x =7.3071) than do those aged
26-35 (I[ '" 6.9748). This suggesls that the more experienced primary teachers
perceive this issue to he more "important" to their principals than do teachers in the
otheragec<llegories.
Table 30
,\NAI ySIS 0t' VARIANCE' EMPHASIS ON INSTRUCTIONAL-
I EADERsmp AND TEACHERS' AGE
A~e 'T'c:lchers Mean Standard
Devimion
25 and up 17 7.1882 .8716
26-35 53 6.9748 .4707
36-45 121 7.1692 .5001
46-55 31 7.3071 .1064
55+ 4 7.0833 .1064
Tom! 226 7.1424 .5185
(D.F. '" 4, 221; F-Ratio., 2.3471; Probability;; .0555)
Coarbing primar:y Trachea Table 31 indicates that principals consider their
role as coach to primary teachers in staff development as either ~importantM (60.3$)
or "very important" (37.lY'). Most teachers also pereeive that their principal sees
Ihis role aJ being "important" (53.2%) or "vert important" (29.8%).
Table 31
THE PRINCIPAl'S HOI E AS COACH TO pRIMARy TEACHERS IN
STAFF nEVE' OPMENT STRATEGIES
Principals Percent Teachers PerccnI
or No Importance 9 4.1
Of Little ImportRnce I 1.7 28 12.8
lmponanl 3S 60.3 116 53.2
Very Important 22 37.9 6S 29.8
Tola! S8 100.0 218 100.0
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Training Principal, jn Cpaching Techniques Similarly, Table 32 indicates
that 71.2% of principals consider training for principals in the proper techniques used
in peer coaching is "important". Slightly more than halflhe teachers perceive this
issue to be "important" to their principals (55.8'1.), and 25.4lJl of them perceive this
issue to be "of little importance" to their principals even though most principals feel
this item to be "important" or "very important".
Table3Z
TRAINING FOR pRINCIPAl S IN PEER COACHING TECHNI0I1ES
Princi~'\ls Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 9 4.6
OfLittle Importance 1 1.7 50 25.4
Important 42 71.2 no 55.8
Very Imponant 16 27.1 28 14.'i
To..1 59 100.0 197 100.0
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Trainjng Other Teachers in Coaching Techniques. Training other teachers,
besides the principal. in proper peer coaching techniques is rated "important" by
most principals (74.1%) nod "very important" by 24.1% of them. Teachers'
perceptions of their principal's view on this issue varied. The majority of teachers
(59.1 %) agree thai their principals see this issue as "important". However, 22.2% of
them perceive that their principals feel training others in peer coaching is "of little
importance" (Table 33).
Table 33
TRAINING TEACHERS IN pROpER pEER COACHING TECHNIQUES
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 8 4.0
Of Little Importance 1 1.7 44 22.2
Important 43 74.1 117 59.1
Very Imponant 14 24.1 29 14.6
Total S8 100.0 198 100.0
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Ohseryation of primary TeacherS int~ Observation by the
principal of primary teachers interacting with children in their classrooms on a regular
basis is rated as "important" by slightly more than half the principals (52.6%). Of
course it should be nOled thllilhe term 'regular' may be interpreted differently by
different people. A similiar proportion of tcachers (55.3%) support this (fable 34). It
is seen as "very important" by 42.1 % of the principals. but only 16.0% of the
teachers support Ihis claim. In fact, some teachers feel that their principal considers
Ihis issue to be "of little importance" (24.0%). This discrepancy suggests that
teachers are receiving messages from their principals which do nOI support the
principals' responses to this item.
Table 34
OlJ.S.ERYATIONS OF TEACHERS nY...I.H.E..£R.lNCIpAI ON A BEGlII AR
llASIS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponanc~ 10 4.6
OfLitllelmponance 3 5.3 53 24.2
Imponant 30 52.6 121 55.3
Very Important 24 42.1 35 16.0
Total 57 100.0 219 100.0
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lInnwlia'e Feedback on C1:Jssroom ObseanJ.iD.ns.. Table 35 indicates the
imporlance placed on !,foviding primary teachers with immediate feedback on
observations of their Icaching in the classroom. This is considered "important" and
"very importnnt~by 52.6% and 42.1% of principals, respectively. Again, teachers
vary in their rarings of how they feel their principals consider this issue. More than
half of them (55.3%) rate this item as "important", bUI28.8% ofrhcm believe their
principals see this matter as "of little importance" or "of no imporlance". Once
again, te.:chers· perceptions vis-a-vis those of their principals are in conflict.
Table 35
PROyIDING TEACHERS WITH IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK ON
OBSERyATIONS QF THEIR TEACHING
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 10 4.6
Of Liule Imponancc 3 5.3 53 24.2
Imponant 30 52.6 121 55.3
Verylmponant 24 42.1 35 16.0
Total 57 100.0 226 100.0
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Use of Ihe Student-Newman-Keuls procedure for items related 10 research
question 3e. [As part of their role, how much emphasis do principals of primary
schools place on coaching teachers in staff development strategies?]. reveals that
responses are significantly influenced by Ihe "sex." of the principal (Table 36).
Female principals see this issue as more important (x ::: 3.5444) Ihan do male
principals (x '" 3.2317).
Table 36
ANAl YSIS OF VARIANCE· EMpHASIS ON COACHING OF TEACHERS..
AND SEX OF THE PRINCIpAl
S" Principals Mean Standard
Deviation
Male 41 3.2317 .3102
Female 18 3.5444 .3682
Total 59 3.3271 .3566
(D.F. '" 1, 57; F-Ratio", 11.3327; Probability = .0014)
Responses to research question Sc, [According 10 primary teachers, to what
extent do their principals place emphasis on the coaching of teachers in staff
development strategies as pari of their over·all role?], are significantly influenced
by three separate independent variables: the teaching eltperience of teachers in the
survey. the kind of school in which they are teaching, and the number of years since
teachers last enrolled in any university courses.
The mean score on responses pertaining to the coaching of leachers in Slnff
development strategies is significantly influenced by the tcaching experience of the
teachers (Table 37). Specifically, those leachers with 1 year or less of tcaching
experience feel the issues referred to in Items 8. 32, 33. 35, and 36 are significantly
more "important" to their principals (x = 3.4667) than do those teachers with 6·10
years of teaching experience (x =2.7126). Teachers with 25 or morc years of
teaching experience also feel that the emphasis placed by principals on coaching
tcachers is significantly more "important" (x ::::: 3.1411) than do leachers with 6·10
years of teaching experience (x = 2.7126),
Table3?
ANAl YMS OF YARIANCE. EMpHASIS ON COACHING OFTEACHERS
AND TEACHERS' EXPERfflNCE
Experience Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
1year or less 6 3.4667 .3502
2-5 years 26 2.8865 .4608
6·10 years 29 2.7126 .7896
11-15ycars 37 2.9135 .6455
16·25ycars 97 2.8641 .5523
25+ years 30 3.1411 .4900
Total 225 2.9083 .5955
(D.E '" 5, 219; F-Ratio '" 2.8230; Probability'" .0171)
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The length of lime that has elapsed since teachers lasl enrolled in a university
course also significantly influenced responses to this research question (Table 38).
Teachers who enrolled in university courses 11-15 years ago feel that issues
addressed in Items 8, 32, 33, 35, and 36 of their questionnaire nrc significantly more
"important" to their principals (x = 3.1700) than do those teachers who enrolled in
university courses 6-10 years agu (x = 2.7333).
Tnble38
i\N!\I ySIS OF VARIANCE' EMpHASIS ON C04,HING OFTEAClIERS
AND TIMING0E..IEA.CHE~~
LaSI Enrolled in TCilchers Me:'Ln Standard
University Deviation
Within la~lyear 43 2.8907 .6443
!·5years 116 2.9138 .5731
6-IOye:m 40 2.7333 .6362
l1-15ycars 20 3.1700 .5038
16·20 years 6 3.2222 .2880
Total 225 2.9OB3 .5955
(D.F. = 4, 220; F-Rlltio "" 2.3l04; Probability = .0588)
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The type of school in which teachers are presently employed also influenced the
outccme of these questions (Table 39). Specifically, those teachers Icaching in a
primary school (x =: 3.0808) and those teaching in a primary/elementary school (x ""
2.9345) feel the issues addressed to be significantly more "important" to their
principal than do those teaching in an all grade school (x "" 2.5156),
Table 39
ANAl YSIS OF VARIANCE' EMPHASIS ON COACHING OF TEACIIEBS
AND TypE OFSC'~
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Type of School Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
Primary 34
PrimarylElementary 159
All Grade 16
Other 11
Total 220
3.3044 .3100
3.1892 .3746
2.9969 .3524
3.1182 .2228
3.1895 .3626
(D.F. "" 3, 216; F·Ratio = 2.8553; Probability =.0381)
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Wclfaa:e....oLt.hc.Child. Table 40 indicates that mOSI principals consider the
welfare of the child to be "very important" (96.6%) and most teachers (84.4%)
supportthisc1aim.
Tnble40
WELEt\RE (lETHE CHILD.
Principals Percent Teachcl"i Percent
Of No Importance
Of Utile Importance 1 .4
Important 2 3.4 34 15.1
Very Imponam 56 9G.6 190 84.4
Total 58 100.0 225 100.0
KJuurl.edge....nl.CbiId Development otulLcarning. Most principals (89.7%)
also feel Ihat it is "very important" for them to have knowledge of how young
chihlren develop and learn (Table 41), but a much lower proportion of teachers
(58,0%) perceive this issue to be "very important" to their principals.
Table 41
flUNClULS HAyING KNOW' EDGE OF flOW yOUNG eUII DRllli-
QEVE1 or AND I EARN
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 2 .9
Of Lillie Importance 10 4.5
lm~ortanl 6 10.3 82 36.6
Very Important 52 89.7 130 58.0
Total 58 100.0 224 100.0
Proyision of Equipment and Materjgls. Providing sufficient equipment and
materials for hands-an-experiences is considered "very important" to principals
(83.1 %) yet only 60.8% of teachers perceive this issue to be "very important" to
their principab (Table 42). As Seefeldt (1989) points out, "because children. as all
humans, learn through experiences. they must be able to louch, handle. move, taSle.
pound. see, hear, and do something in order to have an experience" (p. 13). All
primary classrooms need a sufficient quantity of quality hands-cn-materials.
Table 42
PROVIDING MATERIAl SAND EQIIIPMENT FGR CUll OREN'S
HANDS.ON.EXPERIENCE
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
or No Importance
Of Little Importance 1 1.7 10 4.5
Important 9 15.3 77 34.7
Very Important 49 83.1 135 60.8
Total 59 100.0 222 100.0
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ObservatioD of Cbildrrn, Table 43 indicates that half the principals (50.0%)
deem it "important" and 44.8% feel it is "very important" that observlltion of
primary children should be the main method of evaluatic..I. Almost half the teachers
(49.3%) see this issue as "important" to their principals and 46.1% of teachers see it
as "very important" to them.
Table 43
OBSERyATION OF CUll DREN AS THE MAIN METHOD OF
ASSESSMEN[
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance
Of Litlle Importance 3 5.2 10 4.6
Important 29 50.0 108 49.3
Very Important 26 44.8 101 46.1
TOlal 59 100 219 100.0
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Kno.wledge of Child Dryrlopmeol and I earninr..fatm1ia.l. According to the
data in Table 44, the majority of principals (67.8%) rate their need 10 understand the
development and learning potential of young children as "very important" while
32.2% consider it to be "important", Teachers (93.2%) also perceive Ihis issue to be
"very important" or "important" to their principals.
Tnble44
fB.11iC1UJ 't' NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE DEVEI OPMEN1..A!S.IL
L.EA..RNlNG POTENTIAl OF ym ING CAli OREN
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No lmponance I .5
Of Little :mponance 14 6.4
Important 19 32.2 107 48.9
Very Important 40 67.8 97 44.3
Total 59 100.0 219 100.0
Responses 10 items related to research question 9a, (What are the perc~..tions
or primary leachers wilh respect 10 their principal's knowledge of primary
children, and what is deemed appropriate learning practices for primary
children?J. are significantly innuenr,,{ by two independent variables: the age of
teachers in the survey and their leaching c.(pericncc.
Teachers aged 46-55 see the issues addressed in Items 9.10.18, 19 and 21 oflhe
questionnaire as significantly more "important" to lheir principals than do teachers in
the other age categories (Table 45), and teachers aged 36-45 feci the subject of these
questions to be significantly more "important" (x '" 3.4753) than do their younger
colleagues aged 26-35 years (x = 3.3236) bUI not as "important" as do leachers aged
46·55. The older the tcachers, the more they believe their principals see the subjects
of these questions to be "important". This is borne out in the data presented in Table
45.
Table 45
ANAl ySIS OF VARIANCE' PRINCIPAl S' KNOWI EDGE OF PRIMARy
call DREN AND TEACHERS' AGE
Age Teochen Mean SUlndanl
Deviation
25 and under 16 3.2375 .4965
26-35 53 3.3236 .5006
3&-45 121 3.4753 .4277
46-55 31 3.6323 .3103
55+ 4 3.5000 .2582
Total 225 3.4447 .4455
(D.F. =4, 220; F-Ratio '" 3.5298; Probability = .(081)
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This is borne out again when we look at teaching experience. Those teachers with 2S
years or more of tcaching experience also feet Items 9. 10, 18. 19 and 21 of the
questionnaire, 10 be signifICantly more "important" to their principals (x =:. 3.5956) than
do those teachers with 6-10 years of teaching experience (x =3.2793) (Table 46),
Table 46
ANAl YSIS OF VARIANCE- PRINCIPAl S' KNOWI EDGE OF PRIMARy
CHII DREN AND TEACHpRS' EXPERIENCE
Teaching Experience Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
1 year or less 6 3.6333 .1966
2·5 26 3.3385 .4588
6-10 29 3.2793 .5445
11·15 37 3.4973 .4387
16-25 97 3.4443 .4448
25. 30 3.5956 .3042
Toral 225 3.4447 ,4455
(D.F. = 5, 219; F-Ratio =2.1559; Probability =.0600)
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Child·Centered Approach 'nTeocbioe. As revealed in Table 47, the majority
of principals (84.5%) feellhat a cbild·ccntered approach 10 leaching instead of the
traditional teacher-centered approach is "very important" in a primary school. Most
teachers (75.0%) also perceive that Ihis issue is "very important" [0 their principal.
Table 47
r\ CUll V.CENTERED APPRQACH TO TEACHING IN THE pRIMARy
SCIIllllL
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance I .4
Of Little Importance 3 1.3
Important 9 15.5 52 23.2
Very Important 49 84.5 168 75.0
Total 58 100.0 224 100.0
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I earnjng Centers, Learning centers are areas in the classroom where children
work either independently or under the guidance of a teacher on tasks related to
specific curriculum objectives. Some principals (58.6%) feel that the utilization of
learning centers in primary grades is "very important" and 41.4% fCl"l they are
"important", while a lower proportion of teachers (38.7%) see this issue as "very
important" and 56.8% see it as "important" to their principal (fable 48).
Table 48
THE 11TH 'ZATION OF I EARNING~
CI ASSROOMS
Principal::. Percent Teachers Percent
orNo Importance 1 .4
Of Little Importance 11 4.9
Important 24 41.4 126 56.0
Very Important 34 58.6 87 38.7
Total 58 100.0 225 100.0
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Thematic Teathing. Thematic teaching is one instructional method for
integrating learning experiences in the primary c1a:tsroom (Table 49). All principals
consider thematic tcaching to be either "very important" or "important", while most
teachers (94.2%) also feel it is "very it::lportant" or "important" to their principals.
Table 49
THE l!TIJ IZATION OF THEMATIC TEAC'iING IN PRIM.u,L
CI ASSROOMS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 1 .4
Of Little Irnportance 12 5.4
Important 36 62.1 II7 52.2
Very Important 22 37.9 94 42.0
Total 58 100.0 224 100,0
Sllldjes in Primary Education. Table 50 indicates that 58.6% of primary
school principals feel it is "important" for them to pursue studies in primary
education while another 20.7% indicate that this issue is "very important".
However, Table 8 indicates that only 49.1% of principals surveyed have completed
courses in early childhood education. Almost half of the teachers (45.5%) perceive
this issue 10 be "important" to their principals (Table 54), but 24.5% of them see it as
"of little imporlance" ~o them. Teillebaum (1989), in his article, "How Ie -ducate a
Principal", argues that principals should pursue studies in primary eu,· .ion,
especially those who deal with the latest trends in program design and delivery.
TabJeSO
THE NEt'D FOB PRIMARy SCHaGr PBfNCIPAJ SIO PJIRSJIE STIIQJES
IN PRIMARy EDlICAIION
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No lmponance 1 1.7 9 4.1
Of Little lmponance 11 19.0 54 245
lmponant 34 58.6 IW 45.5
Very Important 12 20.7 57 25.9
Total 58 100.0 220 100.0
Iea.chi.n.gExp,erie~. Table 51 indicates
that 43.9% of principals feel that having teaching experience in primary grades is
"important" for them, but only 15.8% see it as "very important". Approximately
half the teachers (52.0%) see this issue as "very important" to their principals. In
Pan I: Biographical data, Table 6 indicates that only 11.9% of the principals are
trnined in primary education (and these are female principals), whereas 49.2% have
qualifications in elementary education and 39.0% are qualified at the junior or senior
high school level. These data indicate that most principals' teaching experience is
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from grades 4·12. Also in Pan I, Table iOindicntes that 85.1% of principals in this
survey do not teach (lny children in the primary grades. One primary len~her nlade
this comment on her questionnaire:
Principals of our primary schools should have af least 10 years aclivc
leaching eKp~ricnce in the primary grades before accepting the position of
administrator of primary teachers and students. They just don 'I understand the
primary division. They overload us with work and teachers are stressed QUI.
Another primary teacher wrote:
My principal is high school trained and doesn't understand the needs of his
primary teachers. OnT students go home at 2:00 pm and because he sees the
hour we have off each day as spare periods. he expects us to te:dl in
elementary. According to him, we don't need that much planning time. I need
it if I am to teach th~ program properly.
TabieSI
IHEllliED...E! IB PRIMARy SCHOOl pRINCIPAl S TO HAVE T..EA..Cll.ING..
EXFlliUE:NCE IN PRIMARY GRADES
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
or No Importance 2 3.5 3 1.3
or Little Importance 21 36.8 14 6.3
Important 25 43.9 9{) 40.4
Very Imponant 9 15.8 116 52.0
Total 57 100.0 223 100.0
Integration of Subjects, Integration of subject.> is another instruc:ional
technique which many leachers find highly effective in their teaching. This method
allows teachers to weave together interrelated components of the curriculum so that
duplication of subjects is minimized Most principals (96.5%) in this survey feel that
integration of subjects is 'very important" or "important" (Table 52), A similar
proportion of teachers (95.4%) also perceive Ihis issue to be seen as "very
important" or "important" 10 their principals.
Table 52
IHE..UfiEGRATION OFSI!8IECT AREAS IN pRIMARyCI ASSROQMS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 1 1.8 1 .5
Of Little Imponance 1 1.8 9 4.1
Important 26 45.6 102 45.9
Very Important 29 50.9 llO 49.5
Total 57 100.0 222 100.0
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Lea.cning.nU.ca.d.i1iJ:l!la1.Subjc,cI.li. The leaming of traditional subjects through
projects and learning centers provides children with ample opportunity to "improve
their understanding of the world around them and to strengthen their dispositions to
go on learning" (Katz and Chard, 1989). According 10 data presented in Table 53,
most principals (98.3%) agree that this method of learning in the primary school is
"very important" or "important". Teachers (95.0%) also believe their princip>lls
see it to be either "very important" or "important".
TableS3
THE I EARNING OF TRAOITIONAI SIIBIECTS THROI!GH pROJECTS
AND I EARNING CENTERS IN PRIMARy CI ASSROOMS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 1 .5
Of Liule Importance 1 1.7 10 4.5
Important 28 48.3 117 53.2
Very Imponant 29 50.0 92 4L8
Total 58 100.0 no 100.0
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{"service Session, (or Prjmary Trachea 1'.1ost principals (96.6%) feel it is
either "ver)' important" or "Important- for them 10 attend inservice sessions given
for primary teachers (Table 54), 100 80.6% of tcachers also see this issue as "nr)'
important" or "important" to their principals. BUI19.4% of teachers believe their
principals see lhis issue u "of lillie importance" or "of no importance" at aU.
TableS4
THE NEED FOR PRIMARy SCHOOl PRINCIPAl,S TO ATTFlilL
INSERyICE SESSIONS GIVEN FOR PRIMARy UACHERS..
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 10 4.5
or Little Imponance 2 3.4 33 14.9
Imponant 23 39.0 100 45.0
Very Important 34 57.6 79 35.6
Total S9 100.0 222 100.0
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Responses to items related to research question 9b, [What are the perceptions
of primnry tcachers with respect to their princi)lDl's knowledge and
understanding of the theory and practice of primary education?], are
significantly in!1ucnced by the age of leachers. For example, those teachers between
the ages of 46-55 (Table 55) feel that the issues addressed in Items 3, 4, 5, 12. 13. 15.
16, and 17 are significantly more "important" to their principals (x = 3.582) Ihan do
those teachers between 26-35 years of age (x:::: 3.2919), TIlis is similar 10 Ihe results
found in Table 45 in !hat teachers' age was a faClor in Ihe level of importance placed
on an iS3ue.
Tabl\l55
ANALYSIS.JlE..YARIANCE' pRINCIPAl S' KNOWI EDGE OF pRIMARY-
Em [CATrON ANDTEACJ~
Ago Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
25 and under 17 3.2745 .4446
26-35 53 3.2919 .4697
36-45 121 3.2416 .4216
46-55 31 3.5282 .3638
55+ 4 3.1667 .2128
Total 226 3.3902 .4306
(DE =4, 221; F-Ralio '" 2.2740; Probability: .0623)
Informal Classrom"tXisits. Table 56 indicates that all principals feel it is either
"important" or "very imptirtant" to make inConnal visits to primary classrooms. It
is assumed that they interact with children on these occasions. A majority of teachers
(75.9%) also perceive that their principals feel it is either "very important" or
"important" to pay such '!L~i:~ to their classrooms. However, 24.1% of teachers
believe their principals see this as "of litlle importance" or "of no importance" at
all.
Table 56
INFORMAl CI ASSRQOM ·VISITS By THE pRINCIpAl
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 9 4.1
Of Linle Imponance 44 20.0
Imponanl 31 52.5 124 56.4
Very Important 28 47.5 43 19.5
Total 59 100.0 220 100.0
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~. According to the datapresenled in Table 57, 9·ti%
of principals feel it is either "very important" or "important" to observe primnry
teachers internc:ing with chi1dr~n in their class! Joms on a regular basis. Again, it
should be not{'d that the word 'regular' may be interpreted differently by teachers lind
principals. Most teachers (75.9%) also see this issue as "very important" or
"imporl~nl" to their principals, but 28.8% of them believe their principals place
"liu1<:" or "no importance" on this practice.
TableS?
llilS..ERYATIONS By THE pRINC'pAl OF pRIMARy TEACHERS
llfiERACTING WITH CRII.DBEN IN THEIR cr "SSROOMS
Pd.1cipals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 10 4.6
Of Li:tlc Imponance 3 5.3 53 24.2
Imponam 30 52.6 121 55.3
Very Imponan: 24 42.1 35 16.0
Total 59 100.0 21' 100.0
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SupervisioD of Children. As shown in Table 58, the majority of principllis
(94.2%) and teachers (84.3%) agree that principals consider it imponant to supervise
primary children during recess and lunch lime. According to Pellegrini and Glickman
(1989), recess is "clearly beneficial to the educational process". They claim that:
...recess is one of th.c few times during the school day when children are free to
cxi\ibit a wide range of social competencies· sharing, cooperation, negative
and persuasive language· in a context that they see as meaningful (p. 24).
It is important for everyone in the school, including the principal, to supervise young
children at unstructured (non teacher directed) play activities.
Table 58
SllP..ERVISION OF CHn DURN DURING RECESS AND I IJNCHTIME
Prin\:ip:l!s Pertent Teachers Percent
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Yes
No
Total
49
62
94.2 188
5.8 35
100.0 223
84.3
15.7
100.0
Imm~d.iatU"~.dhadU.onamcrs. Table S9 indiclItes lIlat providing teachers witlL
inuncdiate feedback on principals' observations oftho:ir leaching in the classroom is "vcry
important" or "important" to most principals (96.7%), while 73.8% of teachers see it [0
be either "\'cry important" or "important" to their principals. Some teachers (26.1 %)
perceive this to be "ofJitlleimportllnce" or"ofnoilnportmce" to Iheirplincipals.
Table 59
£RQYIPING pRIMARy TpACHERS WITH IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK ON
OBSERyATIONS OFTHEIR CI ASSROOM TEACUfNG
Princip:lIs Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance II 5.1
Of Little Importance 3.4 45 21.0
Important 29 49.2 lOG 49.5
Very Important 2G 47.5 52 24.3
Total 59 100.0 214 100.0
1Jlliwnal.1Jassmam...YisiLs. It is interesting 10 nole in Table 60 that most of the
principals (88.1 %) indicate that they do make informal visits to primnry classrooms.
However, 23.2% of leachers slaled that their principals did not visit their classrooms.
Table 60
INFORMAl CI ASSBOOM VISITS RY.TIJURIriCI.U.L
?rincipals Pcrtenl Teachers Percent
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Yo;
No
Total
49
3
52
88.1 172
11.9 109
100.0 224
76.8
23.2
100.0
Responses to items related to research question 4d, [What are the perceptions
of those principals with respect to their need to have frequent formal and
informal visits with primary teachers in their classroom'?], are significantly
influenced by the sex: of principals (Table 61). Specifically, female principals feel
that items addressed in 20, 35. 36, and 41 are significantly more "importantt' (x =
3.5926) than Jo male principals (x "" 3.3537). Yet again. as in the responses to
coaching of teachers (Table 36). female principals consider making informal and
[annal visits to primary classrooms as more "important" than do male principals.
Table 61
ANAl YSJS OF VARIANCE' PRINCIPAl S' NEED TO VISJT pRIMARy
TEACHERS IN THEIR CI ASSROOMS AND SEX aFIRE pRINCIpAl
Sox Principals Mean Standard
Deviation
Mole 41 3.3537 .4086
Female 18 3.5926 .3887
TOial S9 3.4266 .4144
(D.E =. I, 57; F-Ralio = 4.4026; Probability =. .0403)
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Responses to items related to research question 9d, What are the perceptions of
primary teachers with respect 10 the extent or their principals formal and
informal visits to their classrooms?, are significantly influenced by the teaching
experience of leachers (Table 62) and by the type of school in which they arc
currently employed (Table 63).
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As indicated in Table 62, those Icachers with 1 year Of less of tcaching
experience feel that issues presented in Items 20, 35, 36. and 41 are significantly more
"important" (x'" 3.5556) co their principals than do those teachers with 6-10 years of
tcaching experience (x '" 2.6897). This may be, in part, due to the fact that beginning
teachers are in fact receiving more visits from their principals for a variety of reasons,
including evaluation procedures for new teachers.
Table 62
ANAl ¥SIS QF VARIANCE- PRINCIPAI~'VISITS TO pRIMARy CI ASSES
AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Years Experience Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
1 year or less 6 3.5556 .4037
2-5 years 26 2.9038 .5966
6-10 years 29 2.6897 .7450
11-15years 37 2.9505 .7586
16·25 years 97 2.8436 .6596
25+ years 28 3.0238 .4963
Total 223 2.8901 .6680
(D.F. ::; 5, 217; F-Ratio::; 2.1481; Probability::; .0609)
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Table 63 indicates that teachers employed in a primary school (x :::> 2.9596) and
those in a primary/elememllI}' school (x:: 2.9257) see the issues addressed in Items
20,35,36, and41 as significantly more "important" to their principals than do those
tcaching in an all-grade school (x :: 2,4271). Again, perhaps in a primary or
primary/elementary school the principal is more likely to be in closer and more
frequent contacts with teachers in their classrooms than would likely be the case
where all grades are taught.
Table 63
ANAl ySIS OF VARIANCE' PRINCIPAl S' VISITS TOJ!.RI.M.AL Y-
O ASSROOMS AND TYPE OF SCHOOl
School Teachers M,,,, Slandard
Deviation
Primary 33 2.9596 .(1)67
Primary/Elem. 157 2.9257 .6689
All Grade 16 2.4271 .7353
Other II 2.7576 .6163
Total 217 2.8856 .6717
(D.E = 3, 213; F-Ratio =3.0205; Probability =.0307)
Involyement of Teachers in plannjng Daily RQutines, Most principals
(96.6%) feel that it is "very important" or "important" to actively involve primary
teacbers in the planning of daily routines for both staff and students, and 88.5% of
them claim that they do this (Table 64). A high proportion of teachers (79.6%)
perceive that their principals (62.2%) feel Ibis issue to be "very important" or
"important". but fewer than two thirds oflhem say they an: in'IOIved in such
activities.
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Table 64
INVOI VEMENT OF pRIMARy TEACHERS IN Pi ANNING OF DAJI Y
RQ!!TlNES FOR STAFF AND STllDENTS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 9 4.\
QfUtde Importance 2 3.4 36 16.4
Important 34 57.6 126 57.3
Very Important 23 39.0 49 22.3
Total 59 100.0 220 100.0
Involvement Principals Percent Teachers Percent
ofTeachers in
Planning
y" 46 88.5 135 62.2
No 6 11.5 82 37.8
Total 52 100.0 217 100.0
Inyolvement of Ten<:bers in Planning Starr Meetings. The majority of
principals (89.5%) feellhat active involvement by primary teachers in planning staff
meetings is "very Important" or "important", and 76.0% of tcachers also see this
issue as "very important" or "important" to their principals (Table 65). However,
the "yes" and "no" responses are reflective of what is actually happening: 67.3% of
principals repon that their primary teachers are involved in planning staff meetings.
bUI 73.6% of tcachers repan that they are nOI involved in such planning.
Table 65
INyOI VEMENT OF PRIMARy TEACHERS IN pI ANNING STAFF
MEE:J:lliGS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
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Of No Importance
Of Little ImpoDance 6
Important 39
Very Imponant 12
Total 57
10 5.7
to.5 32 18.3
68.4 92 52.6
21.1 41 23.4
100.0 175 100.0
Teachers Involved
In Planning Staff
Meetings
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
y"
No
TOlal
33
16
49
67.3 58
32.7 162
100.0 220
26.4
73.6
100.0
Responses to items related to Research questi.on '1e. [What nrc the perceptions of
primary teachers with respect to their own involvement In Ihe planning of daily
routinCl> of stalT nnd students?], are significantly influenced by the kind of school in
which tcnchl:rs are employed (Table 66) and by the gr:Ides they tench (Table 67).
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Teachers who are presently employed in a primary/elementary school (Table 66)
feel thai the issues addressed in Items 25. 26. 44. and 45 are significantly morc
"lmportnnt" (x = 2.9936) to their principals than do those teachers presently
employed in an all-grade school (x = 2.5938). Those leaching kindergarten (x =
3.2375), grade one (x = 3.0694), multi.grade (x = 3.0500) and grade three (x :::
2.9200) also see these issues as significantly more "im:>orlant" to their principals
than do t~achers classified as teaching "other" (x '" 2.4211) (Tallie 67). 'Other' refers
to those schools having combinations of grades which are nOt specifically primary
(K-3), primary/elementary (K-6), or all-grade (K-12}.
Tntlc66
A.!ilLYSlS "",yARIANCE' TEACHElt PI ANNING DEnAli y ROJITINES
E.O.B.STAFF AND STJ!DENTS.ANIl..TI'lTu:'£S.CHQ.QL
Kind of School Teachers Mean Slandard
Deviation
Primary 30 3.0067 .6397
Primary/Elcm. 157 2.9936 .7360
All Grade 16 2.5938 .8606
Other 11 3.0455 1.0113
Total 214 2.9766 .7518
(D.F... 3. 210; F·Ratio = 1.597 • --obability ...0191)
Table 67
ANAl YSIS 0FYARJANCE" TEACHER pi ANNING OFDAII Y ROIITINES
FOR STAFF ANJ)STIIDENTS AND GRADES THEy TEACH
Grade Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
Kindergarten 40 3.2375 .7337
One 36 3.0694 .6342
Two 36 2.8194 .7479
Th.-ee 50 29200 .7448
Multi-Grode 3D 3.0500 .6208
Other 19 2.4211 .8861
Total 211 2.9621 .7470
(D.F. '" 5,205; F-Ratio = 3.8513; Probability - .0023)
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Inyolvement or Teachers in COQrdjnAtjon DOd PloDning of Instructiona'
Emg.tams. As indicated in Table 68, 96.7% of principals feel thaI actively involving
primary teachers in the coordination and planning of instructional programs is "very
important" or "important". The majority ofteachcTS (91.4%) also perceive that
their principals feel this issue to be "very important" or "important". However, the
additional data in Table 68 shows that while 94.2% of principals claim that their
primary teachers are aclively involved in the coordination and planning of
instructional programs, only 64.7% of teachers confum this claim.
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Table 68
INyOI YEMENI OF TEACHERS IN THE COORDINATION AND
pI ANN1NG OFINSTRI1CTIONAI PROGRAMS
Principals Percent Teachers Percem
Of No Imponancc
Of Little Imponancc 2
Important 29
Very Important 28
TOial S9
.9
3.4 17 7.7
49.2 116 52.5
47.5 86 38.9
100.0 221 100.0
Teachers Involved
in Coordination
and Planning of
Instructional
Programs
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Yes
No
Total
49
3
52
94.2 141
5.F. 77
100.0 218
64.7
35.3
100,0
Responses to items related to research question 4f, {What are the perceptions
of those principals with respect to their need to actively involve teachers in the
coordination and planning of instructional programs?], are significantly
influenced by the selt of principals (Table 69) and by whelhc! or not they teach
classes in their school (Table 70).
Table 69 indicates that female principals feel that issues addressed in Items 27
and 47 are significanl1y more "important" (x =3.7222) than do male principals (x ::
3.3171). Table 70 shows that principals who do not tearh classes in their school feel
that issues addressed in Items 27 and 47 are significantly more "important" (x =
3.8(00) than do principals who teach classes (x = 3.3617).
Table 69
ANAl YSIS OF YARIANCE' pRINCIpAl S INVOI VING TEACHERS IN
PROGRAM pI ANNING AND SEX OFTHE PRINCIPAl
Sex Principals Mean Standard
Deviation
Male 41 3.3171 .5674
Female 18 3.7222 .4609
Total 59 3.4407 .5654
(D.f. = 1, 57: F-Ratio =7.0976; Probability = .0100)
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Table 70
ANAl YRIS OF YARIANCE' pRINCIPAl S INyOI YING TEACHERS IN
PROGRAM PI ANNING AND PRINCIPAl S pRESENTI Y TEACHING
Teach Classes Principals Mean Standard
Deviation
y" 47 3.3617 .5682
No 10 3.8000 .4216
Total 57 3.4386 .5675
(D.F. '" 1, 55; P·Rada '" 5.2958; Probability'" .0252)
Active Involvement in Reyising School Policies. Table 71 indicates that 84.9%
of principals indicate that their teachers are actively involved in revisions of school
policies which deal specifically with primary children. However, not all teachers in
this survey agree: 55.3% of them say they are involved in such activities, and 44.7%
indicate they are not.
Table7!
INVOl VEMENT OF TEACHERS IN REVISIONS OF SCHOOl POI ICy
WHICH DEAl SpECIFICAI I Y WITH PRIMARy CUD DREN.
Principals Percent Teachers Pmcnt
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y"
No
Total
45
8
53
84.9 121
15.1 98
100.0 219
55.3
44.7
too.o
Discussion of Prjrnarv SChool PracticeS. According to the data in Table 72.
discussing topics relaled to the primary school with other primary school principals is
"very important" or "important" to all principals, and 86.4% of leachers agree.
Other d'l.ta in Table 72 indicate that 71.2% of principals in this survey do indeed get
together with other principals to discuss primary school issues.
Table 72
QISCllSSION OF pRIMARy SCHOOl pRACTICES By PRINCIPAl S
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
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Of No Importance
Of Little Impenance
Important 20
Very Important 39
TOlal 59
7 3.3
22 10.3
33.9 121 56.5
66.1 64 29.9
100.0 214 100.0
Discussions With Principals Percent
OlherPri'lcipals
Yes
No
Total
37
15
52
71.2
28.8
100.0
Regular Meeljngs of Princjpals af SChool Board, As indicated in Table 73.
morc than half the principals in this sample say their school boards have regular
meetings of primary principals to discuss common school issues. But, 42.0% of them
do not.
Table 73
BEGII! AD MEETINGS OF PRIMARy SCHOOl PRINCIPAl S TO DISCI ISS
COMMON SCHOOl ISSI!ES
Principals Percent
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Yes
No
Total
29
21
50
58.0
42.0
100.0
Responses to items related to research question 9b [What are the perceptions of
primary teachers with respect to their principal's interaction with other principals
for the purpose of focusing on the needs of primary school children?), are
significantly influenced by the sex of the teacher (Table 74) and by their teaching
experience (Table 75). According to Table 74, the proponion of male teachers who
think this question is "importanl" (x =3.800) is higher than the proponion endorsed by
their female teachers (x=3.l154). The analysis of variance conducted on this research
question also found that teachers who have 2-5 years teaching experience and all those
with 11 or more years teaching experience, feel this question to be more "important" to
their principals than do those teachers with 6--10 years of experience (fable 75).
Table 74
ANAl ySIS OF VARIANCE· pRINCIPAl S MEETING TO FOCUS ON
NEEDS OF pRIMARy SCHOOl cun DREN AND SKV OF TEACHERS
S'" Teachers Mean Standard
Deviation
Male 5 3.8000 .4472
Female 208 3.1154 .7197
TOlal 213 3.1315 .7214
(D,E = 1,211; F-Ratio:: 4.4697; Probability =.0357)
Toble7S
ANAl ySIS OF VARIANCE' PRINCIPAl S MEETING TO FOClIS ON
NEEDS OF PRIMARy caD OREN AND TEACHERS' EXPERIENCE
Experience Teachers M,.. Standard
Deviation
I year or less • 3.1667 .4082
2-5 years 2. 3.3462 .4852
6-10 years 2. 2,7308 .8744
11-15 years 3. 3.2222 .8319
16-25 years 94 3,0851 .6981
25+ years 2. 3.3462 .5616
Total 214 3.1308 .7197
(D.F. :::: 5, 208; F-Ratio '" 2.8512; Probability =.0163)
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Parent ThlnnlNCIj, As indicated in Table 76. most principals (78,0%) indicate
that having parent volunteers in the primary school is "very important" or
"Important". However, only 57.7% of them actually have parent volunteers in their
schools, Teachers' perceptions of the imponance their principals place on this issue
vary: 67.6% of them see this issue 10 be either "very imporlant" or "important" 10
their principals, while 32.4% of them feel this issue is "of little" or "no imporlance"
IOlheirprincipal.
Table 76
pARENT VOl IINTEfo'RS IN THE pRIMARy SCHOOl
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
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Of No Imponance
Of Lillie Imponance 13
Imponam 38
Very Important 8
Total 59
15 6.9
22.0 55 25.S
64.4 95 44.0
13.6 51 23.6
100.0 216 100.0
My School Has
Parent Volunteers
Principal Percent Teacher Percent
Total
30
22
52
57.7 125
42.3 99
100.0 224
55.8
44.2
100.0
fnr.en1...Itadl.tJ:...Aml.C.ia..l.llw.. The need for an active Parent Teacher
Association (PTA) in a primary school is seen liS "very important" and "import::mt"
by 89.8% of principals (Table 77). A similar proportion of leachers (83.9%) perceive
this issue to be "very important" or "important" 10 their principals. It is Iherefore
encouraging to note that 49.1% of principals and 62.7% of teachers report that, in fact
their schl>ols have Parcnl Teacher Associations (PTA).
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Table'?
THE NEED FOB AN ACTIVE pARENT TEACHER ASSOCIAT~
A pRIMMW SqIOOI
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Importance 3 1.4
or Little Importance 6 10.2 32 14.7
Important 37 62.7 103 47.2
V~ry Important 16 27.1 80 36.7
Total 59 100.0 218 100.0
My School Has Principals Percent Teachers Percent
PurentTenchers
Association (PTA)
Yes 26 49.1 138 62.7
No 27 50.9 82 37.3
Total 53 100.0 220 100.0
Encouraging Parents to visit Primary Classrooms Most principals (82.4%)
indicate that encouraging parents to visit primary classrooms as often as possible is
either "very important" or "important" crable 78). However, 39.5% of teachers
perceive this issue to be "of little importance" or "of no importance" at all 10 their
principals.
Table7S
ENCOJ!BAGING PARENTS TO VISIT PRIMARy CI ASSROOMS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Of No Imponance 19 8.6
Of Little Imponance 10 17.5 68 30.9
Imponant 34 59.6 97 44.1
Very Imponant 13 22.8 36 16.4
Total 59 100.0 220 100.0
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Informing parents of School Actlyities Informing parents about school
activities through memos and letters (Table 79) is rated "very important" by most
principals {72.9%;, lind II slightly lower proportion ofleachers (6j.8%) endorse this.
According to other data in Table 79, mosl principals (89.8%) do, in fact, keep parents
informed about school activities through letters or bulletins.
Table 79
INFORMING pARENTS ABOUT SCHOOl ACTIVITIES THBOI/GH
MEMOS AND lEITERS
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
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Of No Importance
Of Litlle Importance
Important 16
Very Imponant 43
Total 59
1 .4
4 1.8
27.1 72 32.0
72.9 148 65.8
100.0 225 lOO.t..
Paremsare
Kept Informed
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
y"
No
Total
53
6
59
89.8 220
10.2 3
100.0 223
98.7
1.3
100.0
Inviting Parents to Assemblies. As reported in Table 80, inviting parents to
school assemblies is either "very important" or "important" 10 87.9% of principals.
•A. ~Iightly lower proportion of teachers (12.8%) feel this issue is "very important" or
"important" to their principals, and 23.5% indicate it is "or little imporlance" to
them.
Table 80
INyITING pARENTS TO SCHOOl ASSEMRIIES
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
OfNa Importance 8 3.6
Of Little Importance 7 12.1 52 23.5
Imponant 31 53.4 96 43.4
Vcry Irnponanl 20 34.S 65 29.4
Total 58 100.0 221 100.0
Parents Are Principals Percent Teachers Percent
Inviledto
Assemblies
Yes 35 67.3 141 62.1
No 17 32.7 79 35.9
To,," 52 100.0 220 100.0
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Responses to items related to research question 9i. [What are the Perceptions
of Primary Teachers with Respect to Their Principal's Interaction with Parents
of Primary School Children?], are significantly influenced by the kind of school in
which teachers are employed (Table 81). Specifically, teachers in primary schools
(k·3) feel that issues addressed in Items 22, 23. 24, 28. 29. 42, 43. 48, and 49 are
significantly more "important" to their principals (x =3.2955) than do those teachers
who leach in all-grade schools (x =2.800), and in primary/elementary schools (x =
3.0524). This may be the case, ~ince principals with only primary grades do not have
other grade levels with which to be concerned.
TableS1
ANAl YMS OF VARIANCE· pRINCIPAl S' INTERACTION WITH
PARENTS AND TypE OF SCHOOl
School Teachers M'M Standard
Deviation
Primary 33 3.2955 .4265
Primary/Elem. 159 3.0524 .5278
All Grade 16 2.8000 .5416
Other 11 3.1939 .2641
Total 219 3.0777 .5157
(D.F. "" 3, 215; F-Ratio = 3.9780; Probability = .0087)
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Pre_School Programs. Table 82 indicates the degree of importance principals
place on promoting pre-school activities for those children who will be starting
kindergarten the next year. Most principals (71.2%) feel this issue to be "very
important" and 78,8% of them already have a program in place at their school.
Teacher response to this issue is varied. While some teachers (41.6%) percehe this
issue to be seen as "very important" by their principals, others (17.4%) see this issue
as "of no importance" to them,
Table 82
pROMOTION OF pRE.SCHOOl ACTIVITIES FOR THOSE CUll OREN
WHO WII J DE STARTING KINDERGARTEN THE NEXT yEAR
Principals Percent Teachers Percent
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Of No Importance
Of Little Importance
Important 16
Very Imponant 42
Total 59
1.7 10 4.6
38 17.4
27.1 80 36.5
71.2 91 41.6
100.0 219 100.0
Pre-School Program Principals Percent Teachers Percent
at my School
Yes
No
Total
41
11
52
78.8 133
21.2 85
100.0 218
61.0
39.0
100.0
Responses 10 items related to research question 7. (To what extent do
principals of primary schools promote pre-school programs for those children
who will be starting kindergarten at their school the following year?), are
significantly influenced by the principal's tcaching experience (Table 83). All
principals with 6 or morc years tcaching experience see the questions relating to
pre-schools as significantly more "important" than do those principals with 2·5 years
lcachingexperience,
TableS3
ANAl YSIS OF VARIANCE· PRINC'pAI S pROMOTING PRE.SCHOOI
PROGRAMS AND THEIR TU:ACHING EXPERIENCE
Teaching Principal Moon Standard
Experience Deviation
2·5:'cars 2 2.5000 2.1213
6-10 years 7 3.8571 .3780
11-15years 13 3.9231 .2774
16-25 years 24 3.6<567 .4815
25+ years 13 3.5385 .1439
Total 59 3.6780 .5706
(D.F. = 4, 54; F-Ralio =3.6714; Probability =.0102)
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Responses 10 items related to research question 9j, [What art Ihe ~<!rceptions
of primary teachers with respect 10 their principal's involyement in pre-school
programs f()r those children who will be starting kindergarlen at their school the
following year?], afC .~ignificantly influenced by the grades they leach (Table 84).
SpecificaJly, those teachers who leach multi-grade. grade two, and kinderga7ten see
these issues as significantly more "important" than do leachers who leach grade one.
Table 84
ANAl YS'S OF VARIANCE' pRINCIpAl S pROMOTING PRE·SCHOOI
PROGRAMS AND TEACHERS' EXpERmNCE
Grade Teachers M,,,, Standard
Deviation
Kindergarten 40 3.2750 .7157
On, 34 2.6765 1.0652
Two 37 3.2973 .7018
ThO', 48 3.0000 .9225
Multi-Grade 32 3.4375 .6690
Other 19 3.1053 .9366
TOlal 210 3.1286 .8682
(D.F. = 5, 204; [<·Ratio "" 3.5833; ProbabililY "" .0040)
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Summary
Responses to the qucslion:lires (Appendix B) present a profile of 59 primary
school principals and th~ir prim.'lJy teachers under 5 school bo:uds in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador. Table 85 presents a summary of some of the data
provided in these responses.
Tablc8S
PROFI. E OF PRINCIPAl S IN THE SURVEY SAMp. F
Characteristics Response Percent of
Category Respondents
1. Sex Male 69.5
2. Age 36-45 years 45.8
3. Te:lChing Experience 16-25yem 40.7
4. Principal of Prim:u-y 2-10yem 47.4
5. Principal of Secondary I year or less 64.4
6. Acca of Specialization ~';mentary 49.2
7. AC3demic QualifICations BA (Ed) 64.4
8. E:1rly Childhood Courxs y., 47.S
9. Last Enrolled in Univ. 1·5 years 45.8
10. Teach 03SSes y., 79.7
1J. Professional Associations SAC. 74.6
or Ihe 59 principals involved in the survey, 69.5% are male. Nearly half oCthe
principals (45.8%) an: between 36-45 years of age and 40.7% have taught between 16-25
years. Most of the other principals (47.4%) have between 2-10 yr.ars experience as a
primary school principal, and 64,4% of them have ho.d 1 year or less experience as a
secondary principal. With respect 10 professional and nC.1Clemic qualifications, 45.8% of
princi)X!ls have enrolled in university during the past 5 years, and all of those in the
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survey sample have at least one degree. In fact. 64.4% of them have a BA (Ed) and
45.8% have completed between 1·5 courses in early childhoo1 education. Most
principals (82.5%) teach classes in their school and are members of the School
Administrator's Association (S.A.C.).
Table 86 presents a similar profile of teachers in the sample. or the 226 teachers
involved in the survey. 97.3% are female. Slightly more than half (53.5%) are
between 36-45 years old and 42.9% have taught between 16-25 years. However,
most teachers (84.0%) surveyed have not held an administrative position. With
respect to professional and academic qualifications. approximately half(51.8%) of
the teachers "ave enrolled in university during the past 5 years. Few (10.2%) have no
degree, and 78._% have a BA(Ed). The majority of teachers (87.9%) have
completed between 1~5 courses in early childhood education. About half (52.2%) of
the teachers are members of the Primary Teacher's Council of the N.T.A. Most of
them (70.4%) teach in primary/elementary schools and more than a third of them
have between 20·25 students in their class (38.5%).
Table 86
PROF" E OF pRIMARy TEACHERS IN THE SURVEy SAMP! E
Characteristics
L Sex
2. Age
3. Teaching Experience
4. Held Administration Job
5. Have a Degree
6. Academic Qualifications
7. Early Childhood Courses
8. Last Enroll in University
9. Professional Associations
10, Type of School
11. Class Size
Response Percent of
Category Respondents
Female 97.3
3&.45 years 53.5
16-25 years 42.9
No 81.4
No 10.2
BA (Ed) 78.3
Yes 87.9
1·5 years 51.8
Primary Council 52.2
Primary/Elemenwy 70.4
2D-25 students 38.5
Taken together, Tables 85 and 86 present a picture of the typical principal and
typical primary school teacher founu within the selling of this survey.
The aim of Part II of the principals' questionnaire was 10 obtain the views of
principals regarding their role as it relates to instructional development in the primary
school. The aim of Part II of the teachers' questionnaire was to obtain their
perceptions of how their principal views his/her role as related to instructional
development in the primary school.
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Chapter 5
Discussion of Findings
Findings
This chapler presents a summary of l1\e problem investigated, the methodology
employed, and a discussion of the survey findings.
The study was undenakcn in an attempt to detennine:
Ihe extent to which school principals feel they are knowledgeable of primary
school children, their needs, and the kinds of school praclic~s which are
appropriate for them; and
2. the extent to which primary teachers feel that principals who have primary
gmdes in th~ir schools have adequ3.tc knowledge in these areas.
The population sam~le for the survey consisted of 100 school principals and 501
primary tt:nchers who wor:{ in schools und~r the leadership of those principals. Five
school boards were selected from the thirty in the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador. Questionnuir{'s were distributed to school principals and their primary
teachers within those five school boards.
The principals' questionnaire sought to investigate their perceptions of their role
as n principal of primary school children. The teachers' questionnaire sought to
investigate their perceptions of how their principal considered cenllin issues about
primary education and the role of the school principal. Questionnain: items varied for
prindpr:1s and teachers where necessary. The principals' questionnaire had a total of
54 items while the "'achers' questionnaire had 52; two items were of relevance to
princip:tls only. Part I of both questionnaires gathered biographical data of principals
and teachers, and Part II of both questionnaires gathered information relative to
practices within the primary school. Respondents were asked to rate Items 1-39 as
"orno importance". "oflitlle importance", "important" or "very important" to the
role of the principal. Items 40-54 required a "yes" or "no" re~ponse. Data gathered
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from the 59 principals and 226 primary teachers who responded to the questionnaire
were annlyzed using a one~way Malysis of variance, a Student-Newman-Keul test,
and general observations of patterns and trends which the responses seemed to
indicate.
As the findings nrc discussed, several factors seem to come to the fore in tenns
of affecting outcomes. Such fltCtors include sex of teachers, teacher age, and teacher
experience and these nre addressed throughout Ihis chapter.
Results of this survey indicate tbat the leaching profession at the primary school
level is predominllntly female (97.8%), while persons holding principalship are
predominantly male (69.5%), These findings are consistent with research conducted
throughout North America (Porat, 1985), which indicates that teachers of primary
children have tr:.lditionally becn female and few men have attempted to break this
tradition. According to some studies, for example that of Porat (1985), "...women
don't apply for principalships· even when they are as well-qualified as the male
applicant:;" (p. 298). Guy (1988) reports thnt:
The factor perceived by female administrators as the most hindering one
WIIS lack of profes:;ional credentials. The one perceived as least hindering was
familyconstrainls.
The factor perceiYed as most facilitating to career aspirations was
professional credentials. The one perceived as least facilitating was employer's
encouragement. (p. 31)
Porat (1985) also points out tt.at "women administmtors promote better pupil
Ieaming and better teacher performance thlln do male administrators" (p. 299). It
was found thai these women administrators had spent a considerable amount of time
with children both as classroom teachers and in their role as principal. Thi~ is a very
interesting observation and one that should be explored more ex.tensively.
In this survey, female principals also see a greater need for increased
professional development in the theory and practice of prima:.-y education than do
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male principals. There are also no male prillcipll:S in Ihis survey who leach primary
children, yet lIlorC thnn half ofthcm believe it is important for them 10 have tcaching
experience in primary grades. A higher proportion of female Ihnn male principals
also believe that it i~ important for them 10 make frequenl fmmal and informal visits
with primary teachers in their classrooms. This may be due 10 the faci that these
female principals are th::mselves trained in primary education and recognize the needs
of primary teachers more readily than do their male countcrllans. But this very fnci
would suggest Ihat male principals have an even greater need than do female
principals for primary training.
Given these findings. should principals who have primary grades in their schools
be required to spend time in primary c!:lssrooms actually working with teachen and
children? Accoding to Spillane (1989) and Thom:lS (l989), school principals should
do jusl th:lt. 11ley should knowwh:lt is supposed to be happeningiu classrooms; they
should be knowledgeable and skilled enough to know why certain teaching is poor,
am.! ther ~hould know how to make it beller. Without lint-hand knowledge of the
issul:s and demands of teaching, principals lack credibility with lhe siaff under their
supervision (Guthrie, 1989; Sarason, 1982; Thomson, 1989). Governments and
school boards mighl consider such factors in the hiring of school principals, and
endeavor to employ female as well as male candidates who have the relevant
qualifications.
The literature indicates that principals of primary and elementary schools are
very well educated in administrative practices but do not appear to be as
knowledgeable about currenllrends in primary education. All principals in Ihis
survey have undergraduate degrees which include those in education, special
ed'Jcation, learning resources and theology. Apparently,lhe type of undergraduate
degrees held by principals was of lillIe consequence in oblaining their job as
principal. Howcver, more than a third have a master's degrce in educational
admillistration or curriculum and instruction. Of Ihe 18 female principals in the
survey, 14 have a master's degree in either educational administration or curriculum
81ld ill.:,ruction. Furthermore, almost fany percent of principals were trained in junior
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or senior high school methods at university. This can only mean a less than desirable
amount of professional preparation related 10 the teaching of young children. Survey
re~ults al~o indicate that only 11.9% of tile principals are trained in primary education
and these are female. However, 49.1% orthe principals have completed some
courses in early childhC'Od education. It is cOmmendable thllt just about half of them
in the sample have completed courses in this area.
Age has a large p:ut to play in Ihe outcom(' of this survey. In a recent study by
Press(Io~. 1990), conducted for the Provincial DeparttnentofEducation, it
is noted that there has been a constant aging of the teacher workforce since the early
1970's. Press found Ihac half the principals and primary teachers in the Province are
between 35-45 years of age. He comments thai this is "...undoubtedly caused by
higher than average birth rates and subsequent expansion of the educational system in
which large nur.lber~ of very yl.lung teachers were recruited for the workforce" (p.
30). These findings by Press (1990) are also supported in this study where it is
reported th:u almost half the principals and more Ihan half the primary teachers are
bet\Je~n 36-.t5 year!: of ag".
This age factor is related to teaching experience. About forty percent of uOlh
principals and teachers have between 16·25 yenrs of experience. This suggests that
they llre staying in the profession. allowing few new tellchers to be employed. Press
(1990) also reports that:
Most teachers are in jobs they inlcnd 10 keep until they relire or until they are
promoted or transferred to other jobs wilh comparable job security. Of those
who do leave their jobs. for the most part it is to accept a teaching position in
another school with the same school board. (p. 35)
The teaching experience of primary teachers is also a factor influencing their
responses pertaining to the coaching of teachers in staff development strategies.
Again, teachers with 25 or more years of teaching experience perceive thnt their
principals consider coaching to be an important issue. However. it is inter;;sting to
note that beginning teachers Wilh 1 year or less of teaching experience. also consider
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coaching to be more imponant to their principals tban do teachers with 6-10 yeaTS of
tcaching ex~crience. The majority of lcm;hers. however, do not feel this issue is of
great importnnce lu their principals. even though nearly all principals place
imponance on their role as coach to primary teachers and to the training of pdncipnls
and other teachers in coaching techniques. Most principals (98.2%) in this study rate
the tr'lilling of other ~cachers in coaching techniques as important, however. Clle
qUl!flCr of the teachers perceive coaching to be of little importance to their principals.
Teaching experience is a factor also in affecting teachers' perceptions of their
principals' formal and informal visits to their primary chlssrooms. However, in this
case, those teachers with 1 year or less of teaching experience perceive thnt thcse
issues are more important to their principals than do more experienced teathers. This
marbe, in part, due to the fact that beginning teachers lire receiving more visits from
their principals for a variety of reasons, including evaluation procedures for new
teachers. It is important for principals to make periodic visits to all primary
cI::S3100ms ;Iud schOOl boards should try to accoffilllOdate principals in this by gi":,lg
them the time to do .hese tinds ofthing~.
When taken togc~ler, aho, age and teaching experience are relevant factors with
re~pect to certain findings of this study. The more experienced primary te:tcllers,
between the ages 46-55, perceive their principals as placing more emphasis on the
following issues than do younger, less experienced teachers: the instructional and
staff development components of the principal's role; the principal's knowledge of
primary children, their development, and what is deemed appropriate learning
pr:lctices for primary children; and the principal's knowledge and understanding uf
the theory and practice of primary education. These teachers perceive that their
principals place importance on providing them with curr~nt data on new teaching
aids, materials, and research findings; they support them as they incorporate change
into their classrooms; they provide them WiTh sufficient equipment and materials for
children's hands-on·experience~;and they understand that the main method of
assessing young children is through direct observation of them; and they encourage
the use of learning centers. thematic teaching and a child-centered approach 10
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teaching. The younger tcachers do not support their older and more experienced
colleugucs in thesl;c1aims.
Thl' IYI'~ of school where leachers are employed, according to the findings of
this srudy, also has an influence on principals' visits to the classroom. Teachers
employed in primm;' and primary/elementary schools see litis issue as More important
10 their principals than do those leaching in an all.grnde school. ~rhaps Ihis can be
explained by the faci that the principal in primary and primacy/elcmcntltI." schools is
mOl~ likely 10 be in closer and more frequent contact with teachers in their classrooms
than would be lhe case in an all-grade school where such visits must include all
grades beyond primnry. Furthennore, principals of all-gl1lde schools would have
gre. er administrative responsibilities than those in other types of schools.
Findings from both l,'l'OUpS of respondcllIs indicate that n great denl of emphasis
is placed on the administrntive componem of Ihe principalship. In geneml, principals
place a great deal of emphasis on management of the primnry scho<J1. When asked a
di~<.;t question about management issues, however, the majori\y ofpJincipals (76.8%)
in this survey report thai they do nOi address solely management issues during staff
meetings. BUI nearly all their teachers reporlthat they do, in fact, address solely
manngement issues during such m.::elillgs. This is a very interesting finding and one
wonders at the discrepancy.
Most principals fed thai actively involving primary teachers in the coordinmion
nnd planning of instructional programs is very important. 11 is worth noting that the
majority of primary teachers also perceive thm their principals feel this issue to be an
important one. Yel while 94.2% of the principnls claim that their primary tenchers are
indeed actively involved in the coordination and planning of instructional programs,
only 64.7% of the teachers confirm this claim. Therefore, it appears as though the
teachers lind Ihe principals disagree 011 Ihis fairly import,mt poim.
Another significant finding from the data indicates that teachers generally
perceive principals 10 place less importance Oil certain issues than principals'
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responses would indicate. In terms of aceun! practice. too. teachers indicate low ~r
rates of occurrence them do princip:l1s. Tcnchers do not perceive Ibn! principals feel
these are very important issues, but a high proponion of the principals claim they see
them as very imponanr. Such response discrepancies occur in lhe following areas:
the principal's involvement in classroom visits; the principal's involvement Wilh
parents and children; teacher involvement in school policy planning, program
planning, and staff meeting planning. Most principals see it as important for primary
Ir.achers to be involved in such planning, and, in fncl, their responses indicate that
they are involved in this exercise. Yet, a high proportion of teacher responses
contradict this claim. This is another example of a discrepancy of perception between
teachers on the one hand and principals on the other. Tile principals indicUle that they
do indeed include teachers in planning and the teachers say they are not involved ill il.
It is fair to comment that perhaps communication between administrators and prima!'y
schOOl teachers does not occur in the m:mner that the principals Or the leachers lend 10
perceive.
For the most part, principal~ feel that their rule :is inslrllcti.1nalleader in tl:~
primary school is being carried out, 3IId leachers perceive thai this is importanllO
their principals. PIineipals illdkme that providing current data on research, teaching
aids and materials is imponant; the)' also indicate th:lt providing continuing support to
primary leachers as Ihey incorporate change into Iheir classrooms is imporlant; and,
they consider themselves as leaders lind colleagues in staff development. About half
of them permit their teachers to visit other schools to observe other teachers in the
classroom.
All principals in this survey say they get together wilh other principals 10 discuss
topics related to the primary school, an activity which is supported in the literature.
According to Cooper (1989) and Rosenholtz (1989), effective instructional leaders
learn n great dC'll from other principals and should be encouraged to do this as much
85 possillle. School boards should encourage principals in this activity. In some areas
school boards and professional groups have sel up after-hour centers :>0 thaltcachers
and administrators can utilize them whenever possible.
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Principals also fed that interaction with parents of primary school children is an
important issue (lad teachers employed in primary schools (K-3) endorse this. But the
same is not true for those teachers employed in other schoollypes.
While discrepancies have been shown between the responses of teachers and
principals with respect to the involvement of the latter at the primary classroom level,
some teachers, at least, feel the workload of the principal is a factor which affects the
lime they can devote to primary classroom teachers and to primary classroom visits.
One grade three teacher wrote the following comment:
Having filled in your questionnaire as honestly as possible, I think you
should be aware that many school principals in this area are not given the
support :"eeded 10 carry Ollt their role as :1lI inslructionnlleader, ego guidance
counsellors for 2 days out of 6; assistant principals teaching all morning; one
s~cretary in a school with 800+ students and 44 teachers. Education in 1990 in
Newfoundland is regressing. I could go on but I would hope you will address
these points in your thesis. The primary teacher and th~ principal of primary
teachers need help. Our young children, the future of Newfoundland, are being
educationally neglected.
Perhaps, as this comment would indicate, what principals actually do, as
opposed to Wh'lt teachers would like them to do, is related in part to the demands
madc upon thcm.
Just as there are areas where reponing by principals and teachers would lead one
10 assume thatlhere are disagreements about what is happening, on the positive side
there is considerable agreement between these two groups regarding certain import:\01
issucs. For example, principals and teachers generally agree that the educational
vrepamtion for school principals should focus on both ndministration and curriculum.
This has implications for future training in tlle area of educational administration.
Such tmining might include a required component in curriculum development and a
required component in child development and the primary curriculum.
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Principals and tcachers agree also, Ihat principals who have prinmry grnd\:s in
their school should have knowledge of child devdopmcnt, and ought to show conc.:m
nuau! children's welfare, They should be concerned, too, about appropriate Icaching
styles for young children. Teachers mninly feel they are supported by their principals
when it comes to appropriate methods for facilitating children's learning, for example
by means of thematic teaching and hands-on-experiences. III general, princip.tls of
primary school children see themselves as having a high priority for curriculum
development. staff development, and child-centered leaching methods.
While generalizations can be made on the basis of a sm:lll survey, the findings
of this study, nevcnheless, raise concerns about the knowledge some principals of
primary school children might have with respect to child developmcl1t and Ihe 11I0SI
developmentally appropriate learning practices for children. Such knowledge would
include familiarity with current theories of teaching and learning, recent research and
practice, as well as an understanding of the importlllice of providing a child-c~ntel'cd
environment for primnry age children. Such an environmclJt mllst be based on
chil(~n'sneeds and must allow for open-ended exploration. There must be emphasis
on listening to and ubserving children instead of a total emphasis on isolated skill
development. As the literoturc indicates, the imporumce of the role of the principal of
primary school children cannot be overestimated.
Given the findings of this study, maybe school boards ought to encourage
experienced, capable female leachers, who show promise of lead~rship, to seek
positions in school administration as principals and as superintendents nnd as assistant
superintendents. While a few school boards have already taken the lead in this
regard, much remains to be done.
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LElTER TO SUPERINTENDENTS
P.O. 11, Green's Harbour,
Trinity Bay, Nfld.
ADS lXO.
_. • DisoictSuperintendent,
_______ EducationalDisoicl,
P.O.8ox_.
____• Newfoundland.
Dear Sir:
This study is part of my Master's degree program in education al Memorial
University. Your district has been randomly selected to represent one OUI of fOUf
school districts chosen within the province for a study of primary school principals
and their primary school teachers with respect to the principal's role in the primary
school. At this time I would like to ask for your permission and support to administer
the attached questionnaire 10 primary school principals and primary teachers within
your school district. I am hoping 10 administer the questionnaire during the lancr pan
of February, 1990. As time is aeTueial factor, a response to my request as soon as
possible WOL.,d be grealiy appreciated.
Yours sincerely,
Judy Cooper.
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A
Survey
Concerning
The Role of the Principal as it relates to Instructional Development in
the Primary School as Perceived by Primary School Principals and
Their Teachers
QUESTIONNAIRE: PRINCIPALS
This form is comprisod of two parts:
Part 1: Biographical data
Part 11: Information relative to practices within the primary school
THE DATA OBTAINED FROM THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY CONFIOENTIAl
PART 1:
PRINCIPAL'S BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Please answer the following questions by circling the appropriate number at the right
Sex.
1. Male
2. Female
b. Your age group.
1. 25 and under
2. 26-35years
3. 36-45years
4. 46-5Syears
5. Over 55 years
Teaching experience. (include this year)
1. 1 year or less
2. 2~5 years
3. 6·IOyears
4. 11-15 years
5. 16-:?5years
6. More than 25 years
d. How many years, including this year, havc you served as
principal of a primary/elementary school?
1. 1 year or less
2. 2-5 years
3. 6·lOyears
4. 1I-ISyeal'S
5. 16·25years
6. More than 25 years
How many years of experience have you had as a principal
of II secondary school?
1. I year or less
2. 2·5 yean
3. 6-lOyears
4. 11-15years
5. 16·25years
6. More than 25 years
What is your area of educational specialization?
1. Primary
2. Elementary
3. Junior/Senior High
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g. What aIe your academic qualifications?
(Check more than one if applicable)
L No degree
2. BA. (Ed.)
3. B.A. or B.Se.
4. Other undergraduate degree
5. M.Ed. (Educational Administration)
6. M.Ed. (Curriculum and Instruction)
7. Other degree (please specify)
h. Have you completed courses in early childhood education?
1. yes
2. no
If yes, please specify the number of courses.
When did you last enroll in a university course?
1. Within the paslyear
2. 1·5 years ago
3. 6-10 years ago
4. 11.15yearsago
5. 16·20 years tlgo
Do you teach any classes in your school?
1. yes
2. no
If yes, please Slate the grade/grades
k. What is Lhe enrollment of your school?
How many primary teachers are in your school'1
How many elementary teachers are in your school?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7--
1
2
3
4
5
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What grades are in your school? __ 10
Do you belong 10 any of the following professional groups?
1. Primary Special Interest Council ofN.T.A.
2. School Administrators Council (SAC)
3, Early Childhood Devclopment Association
4. Mathcmatics Council of N.T.A.
S. Special Education Interest Council
6. Othcr
1
2
3
4
5
6
PART II: PRINCIPAL
School Practices
A number of items about primary education and the primary
school principal are listed on the following pages.
Please ralc each item accoroing to the following scale by
circling the appropriate numiler at the right:
The managerial role of the principal of a primary school is ..
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3 4
2. Training in educational administration is .. 3 4
3. Achild-centered approach to tcaching is ..... 3 4
4. The utilization of leaming centers is . 3 4
5. Thematic tcaching is ....... 3 4
6. The principal's role as instructional leader of a primary
school is 3 4
7. The principal's role in providing teachers with current data
on new teaching aids, materials, and research findings is ,. .. 3 4
The principal's role as coach to primary teachers in staff
development strategies is ." . .. 3 4
9. The welfare of the child in a primary school is .. 3 4
10. As a primary school principal. my need to have knowledge of
how young children develop and learn is ... . 3 4
11. My need to have an educational background which includes
administration and curriculum, but with a focus on
curriculumis.. 3 4
12. The need forme to pursue studies in primary education is... 3 4
13. The need forme to have had teaching experience in primary
grades is .. 3 4
14. My need to have an educational background which includes
administration and curriculum, but with a focus on
lldminiSlrlltionis 3 4
15. The integration of subject areas in the primary grades is ...... 3 4
16. The learning of traditional subjects through projects and
learning centers in the primary grades is... 3 4
30. Promoting pre-school activities for those children who will
be starting kindergarten the next year is ......
17. The need for me to attend inservice sessions given for
primary teachers is .
18. The need for me to ensure that primary teachers have
sufficient equipment and materials for children's
hands-on-experiences is ..
19. Observation of primary children as the main method of
assessing their progress IS ..
20. The principal's infonnal visits co primary classrooms are ..
21. The ~rincipal's need to understand the development and
leamlOg potential of young children is .
22. Having parent volunteers in the primary school is ..
23. The need for an active Parent Teacher Association (PTA) in
a primary sch JOI is .. .. .
24. Encouraging parents to visit primary classrooms as often as
possible is .
25. Actively involving primary teachers in the planning of
daily routines for both staff and students is ..
26. Actively involving primary teachers in planning staff
meetings is.. .. ..
27. Actively involving primary teachers in the coordination and
planning of instructional programs is .
28. Infonning parents about school activities through memos
and letters is ..
29. Inviting parents to school assemblies is ..
160
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3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
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31. Providing continuing support to primary teachers as they
incorporate change intOlheirc1assroom b... 3 4
32. Training for principals in the proper techniques used in peer
coaching is " ,....... 3 4
33. Training other teachers, besides the principal, in proper
peer coaching techniques is 3 4
34. Addressing solely management issues during staff meetings
i'
35. Observation by the principal of primary teachers interacting
with children in thetr classrooms on a regular basis is ......
36. Providing primary teachers with immediate feedback on
my observations of their leaching in the classroom is .
37. The principal's role as a leader in staff development is 3 4
38, The principal's role as a colleague in staffdevelopment is 3 4
39. Discussing lopits relaled to the primary school wilh other
primary school principals is .. 3 4
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Please answer the following stmemell\~ by circling YES or NO.
40. Primary lea~ leN in my sr:hool visit other schools to see what is
going on...... ......................................... Yes No
41. I make informal visits 10 primary classrooms in my school. Yes No
42. My school has parent volunteers. Yes No
43. My school h:ls an active Parellt Teacher Association (PTA). Yes No
44. My primary teachers are involved in the planning of daiiy
routines for both stafr and students. Yes No
45. My primary teachers lIrc involved in the planning of staff
meetings. Yes No
46. My primary teachers are involved in revisions of school policies
which deal specific:tlly with primary children. Yes No
47. My primary teachers are actively involved in the coordination
and planning of instructional programs...... Yes No
4t:. I infornl parents ilbout school activilies through newsleuers or
blllieLim. Yes No
49. Parents are routinely invited to attend schoo! assemblies. Yes No
50. My scheol has a pre-school program for those children who will
be starting kinderganen the next year. Yes No
51. My school addresses solely management issues during staff
meetings. ................................ Yes No
52. I sometimes supervise primary children during recess and lunch
time. Yes No
53. I get together with other primary school principalslo discuss
lopics related to the primary school. Yes No
54. My scbool board has regular meetings of primary school
principals to discuss common school issues. Yes No
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A
Survey
Concerning
The Role of the Principal as it relates to Instructional Developmem in
the Primary School as Perce; I'ed by Primary School Principals and
Their Teachers
QUESTIONNAIRE: PRIMARY TEACHERS
This form Is comprised of two parts:
Part 1: Biographical data
Part 11: Information relative to practices within the primary school
THE DATA OBTAINED FROM THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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PART1:
PRIMARY TEACHER'S BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Please answer lhe following questions by circling the appropriate number at the right
s,~
1. Male
2. Female
b. Age group.
1. 25 and under
2. 26-3Syears
3. 36-45years
4. 46-55yenrs
5. Over 55 yean
Teaching experience. (include this year)
1. 1 year or less
2. 2·5 years
3. 6-10yws
4. 11-15 yean
5. 16-25 years
6. More than 25 years
d. What are your academic qualifications?
(Oteck more than one if applicable).
1. Nodegree
2. B.A.(Ed.)
3. B.A.orB.St.
4. Other{pleasespcc:ify)
Have you completed courses in primary education?
1. yes
2. no
When did you last enroll for a university course?
1. Withinthepaslyear
2. 1-5 years ago
3. 6·10 years ago
4. 11-lSyenrsago
5. 16·20 years ago
I
2
3
4---
g. To which of the following professional groups do you belong?
I. NTA Primary Special Interest Council
2. School Admmistrators Council (SAC)
3. Early Childhood Development Association
4. Mathematics Council of N.T.A.
5. Special Education Interest Council
6. Other, please spccify
h. In which kind of school are you presently employed?
I. Primary school
2. Primary/Elementary school
3. All grade school
4. Other, please specify
What grade do you teach?
1. Kinderganen
2. One
3. Two
4. Three
5. Multi-grade. please specify
6. Other. please specify
How many children are in your class?
1. Fewer than 20
2. 20-25
3. 26-30
4. 31-35
5. 36-40
6. More than 40. please specify
k. Have you ever held an administrative position?
1. Yes
2. No
If yes, please specify the type of position and the
number of years in this position.
Type
Number of Years
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I
2
34 _
1
2
3
4
56 _
I
2
3
4
56 _
PART II: PRIMARY TEACHERS
School Practices
A number of items about primary education and the primary
school principal are listed OR the following pages.
Please rale each item according to the following scale by
circling the appropriare number at the righe:
According to my own perceptions, my principal
considers:
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the managerial role of the principal of a primary school is ..... 3 4
2. training for prim:uy school principals in educational
administration is.... 3 4
3. a child-centcred approach to teaching is 3 4
4. the utilization of leaming centers is .. 3 4
5. thematic teaching is 3 4
6. the principal's role as instruclionalleaderof a primary school
b.. 3 4
7. the principal's role in providing teachers with curren! data on
new leaching aids, materials and research findings is 3 4
8. coaching of primary teachers in staff development strategies
is.. 3 4
9. the welfare of the child is .. 3 4'
10. primary school principals having knowledge of how young
children develop and learn is .. 3 4
I I. having an educalional background in administration and
curriculum, but with a focus on curriculum is.. 3 4
12. primary school principals having fonnal training in primary
education is .. 3 4
13. primary school principals having previous teaching
experience is .. 3 4
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According to my own perceptions, my principal
considers:
14. primary school principals having an educational
background in aJministralion and curriculum, but with a
focus on administration is .. 3 4
15. the intergalion of subject areas in the primary grades is .. 3 4
16. the learning of traditional subjects through projects and
learning centers in the primary grades is .. 3 4
17. the need for principals to attend inservice sessions given for
primarytcachers is 3 4
18. providing primary teachers with sufficient equipment and
malerial~ fOT children's hands-on-cxperiences is 3 4
19. the observation of primary children as the main method of
assessing their progress is... 3 4
20. paying informal visits 10 my primary class are 3 4
21. understanding the development and learning potential of
young children is 3 4
22. having parent volunteers in Ihe primary school is 3 4
23. having an active Parent Teacher Association (PTA) in a
primary school is 3 4
24. encouraging parents 10 visit primary classrooms as often as
possible is . 3 4
25. active involvement of primary teachers in the planning of
daily routines for both staff and students is .,.... 3 4
26. active invv: vement of primary teachers in the planning of
swffmeetings is.................................................................. 3 4
According 10 my own perceptions, my principal
considers:
27. active involvemem of primary teachers in the coordination
and planning of instructional programs is ..
28. informing parents about school activities through memos
andleners is ..
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29. inviting parents to school assemblies is .
30. promoting pre-school activities for those children who will
be starting kindergarten the next year is o.
31. providing continuing support to me as I incorporate change
into my classroom is ..
32. providing training for principals in the proper tCf.:lOiques
used in peer coaching is
33. providing training of other teachers besides the principal in
proper peer coaching techniques is .
34. addressing solely management issues during slaff meetings
is.
35. observalion by the principal of primary teachers interacling
wilh children in their cla'~rooms on a regular basis is ..
36. providing primary teachers with immediate feedback on
observations of their teaching in the classroom is ...
37. being a leader in staff development is ., .
38. being a colleague in staff development is ..
39. discussing topics related to the primary school with other
primary school principals is .
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Please answer the following statements by circling YES or NO.
40. Pr~mary teachers in my school visit other schools to see what is
gamgon. Y" No
41. My principal makes informal visits to my primary classroom. Y" No
42. My school has parent volunteers. .............................................. Y" No
43. My school has an active Parent Tetlcher Association (PTA), Yes No
44. I :1m involved in the planning of daily routines for both staff and
students. Y" No
45. I am involved in the planning of siaff meetings. Yes No
46. I am actively involved in t":lvisions of school policies which deal
specificallywilhprimarychildren. Yes No
47. I am actively involved in in the coordination and planning of
inSlnJClionaiprograms. Yes No
48. Parents are informed about school aClivil;~s through newsleuers
orbullelins. Yes No
49. Parents are routinely invited to attend school assemblies. Ye, No
50. My school has a pre-school progra:n for Ihose children who will
be starting kindergarten Ihe next year. .. Y" No
51. My school addresses solely management issues during staff y" No
meetings.
52.
My principal sometimes supervises children during recess and Yes No
lunchtime.
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LElTER TO PRINCIPALS
Feb. 9, 1990,
P.O.I1,Green'sHarbour,
Trinity Bay, Nnd.
ADS IXO.
Dear Colleague:
As pan of my Master's degree program in education at Memorial University, I
am undertaking a survey of primary school principals and their primary school
teachers with respect to the principal's role in the primary school. The study has been
approved by your school board superintendent and the Department of Cwriculurn and
Instruction at Memorial Universit.1 J would be grateful if you would complete the
principal's questionnaire and distribute the other questionnaires and envelopes to the
primary teachers on your Slarr.
Please return all completed questionnaires in tbe envelope provided before
March 9. 1990. The questionnaires are anonymous and all replies will be treated in
strict confidence. Thank-you for your time and effort in the distribution and
collection of the survey material.
Yours sincerely,
Judy Cooper.
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LETTER TO TEACHERS
Feb. 9, 1990,
P.O. II, Green's Harbour,
Trinity Bay, Nfld,
ADa lXO.
Dear Fellow Teacher,
As part of my Master's degree program in Early Childhood Education at
Memorial University, I am undertaking a survey of primary school principals and
their primary school teachers with respect to the principal's role in the primary
school.
I would be grateful if you would complete lhe attached questionnaire, seal it in
the envelope provided and place the sealed questionnaire in the large manilla
envelope which your principal has before March 2,1990. Please note that the
questionnaire is anonymous and all replies will be treated in strict confidence.
Thank·you for your time and effort in completing this questionnaire.
Yours sincerely,
Judy Cooper.
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REMINDER LETTER TO PRINCIPALS
~arch 7,1990
P.O. Box 11
Green's Harbour
TrinilY Bay, NF.,
ADD lXQ.
Dear Colleague,
About two weeks ago you received a sel of questionnaires for you and your
teache~ to complclc. I appreciate thai school is a busy place and filling out this form
is time consuming, but every response is imponam to the accuracy of the study. If it
is possible. please flll out your copy and remind your teachers to do so as well.
If you and your staff have already sent the questionnaires, please disregard this
reminder and accept my thanks for your cooperation.
Sincerely.
Judy L. T. Cooper




